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Leave No 
Stone Unturned. 
You know the answers you need are out there. Lost under masses of data. To uncover them, leverage the world's 
most complete collection of professional information right from your desktop with Knight-Ridder Information. 
Search everything from business, science, and technical information, to patent literature and industry 
information .... online with DIALOG", on CD-ROM, on the Web, or use our document delivery service. 
Whether you're searclung individually o r  organization-wide, you'll have the freedom to 
transform information into insight. You don't need to turn the world upside-down. 
Find out more with Knight-Ridder Information - 
more easily, more quickly, more productively. 
Call toll-free in the US: 800-334-2564. 
In Canada and California: 415-254-8800. 
Europe e-mail: enquiries@dm.krinfo.ch 
Or visit us at http://www.krinfo.com. 
KNIGHT-RIDDER 
INFORMATION 
I N F O R M A T I O N  S O L U T I O N S  O N L I N E ,  O N  C D - R O M ,  O N  T H E  W E B ,  O N  P A P E R  
Q1997 Knight-Ridder Informotion, Inc. 2440 W. El Camino Rwl, Mountoin View CA 94040. All rights resewed. DIALOG is a service mark of Knight-Ridder information, Inc. Regirkred US. Paten! and Tradernork Office. 
Bloom berg 
on LEXIS-NEXIS 
it's a First-the powerful partnership of the Blazing new trai:s i: iqformation Isn't new to either When it comes l o  firsts in the information 
worid's premier filancial news service and the company: LEXIS-NEXiS pioneered online information industry, LEXISNEXIS and Bioomberg are the 
leading oqline information search ard retrieval search and retrievai with the launch of the LEXIS~ first to come to mind. Bioomberg on the 
ccmpaoy. And for the first time, you'ii have service for legal pofessionals, then expanded to LEXIS-NEXIS setvices. NOW available. 
access to Bloomberg's broad financlai news news and business information with the NEXIS* 
coverage and key summary financial data using service. Michael Bioomberg introduced THE (5 LEXENEXIS B$BmAh!g 
ine ftiil-text searcning and archival capabilities of BLOOMBERG terminal in 1981, a real-time & A - - * . ~ , ' - ~ ~ - - . ~ -  N E W S  
the LEXISNEXIS services. financial information retworx for professionals. LU15 and NEXIS are rq.srcred t.ademal*s, and foe INFORMAT!Ok A R E M  bivga Ir a Vademaik of Reed E,scuer Pmoertler 1°C.. used urdei tc inse.  Biamdelg s a 
rraaernaik of BaorEcg  ? ? 
For more information, call 1-800-227-4908 or visit our website at http:/j~~~~.l.iexi~nexis,~~m/bloornbergl C""~'*L1996'D(i~qms~ad~n5'ono~Reed Eiso'erincA"ngn~srcs=~'ed~ L!%gga!
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Tale a closer look at EBSCO! 
We're on the World Wide Web and ready to serve you with: 
Unparalleled subscription service (including online serials) from the world's leading 
subscription agency, with 30 electronically linked offices in 20 countries working 
for you 
CD-ROM reference tools and an online reference center, EBSCOhosP, 
hosted by the world's leading information management company 
Fast, efficient document delivery from global resources in your choice of format. 
For all the  information you need and want 
a name you alreacly know and trust: 
http://www.ebsco,co 
(205) 991 -6600 I P.O. BOX ? 943 
Fax (205) 995-1 636 Birmingham, A i  35201-1 943 
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I I information Professionals at the Crossroads: Change as OpportuniQ 
88th Annual SLA Conference to Meet in Seattle 
Check out this six-page feature to find out everything you wanted to know about the 
Seattle conference and more! 
f t Anrsuils Conference via the Web 
14 Major Attractions 
16 Getting Around Seattle 
f 8 Call for 1998 Conference Papers 
19 SLA4 Board Highiights Importance of Diversity and Globalization at 
Winter Meeting 
Take a look at the actions taken by the Board of Directors at Winter Meeting. 
2 4 The Angst sf Outsourcing 
It is quite dii5cult to fill a special librarians shoes. So why does management 
jeopardize the needs of the organization by outsourci!g such a pivotal role? Gloria 
Dinerman explores the dangers of such a decision. 
2b Competencies Promote Partnerships 
Get some feedback from your colleagues regarding this important document. 
34 A NomLibrarian Explains "Why Librarians Should Rule the Net" 
The author shares his viewpoint on why managing the Internet should be the job of 
librarians. 
46 1997 StA Awards and Honors 
Stop in and meet the 1997 recipients of SLA Awards and Honors. 
5 Executive Outlook 
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender helps chart the course for travelers to SLA's 
88th Annual Conference, June 7-12, in Seattle, WA. 
7 Making News 
29 Public Relations Outlook 
30 Professional Development Outlook 
32 Government Relations Outlook 
33 Money Matters 
36 Findings: Research & Your Bottom Line 
39 On the Net 
43 Special librarians 
m- 
4 Letters to the Editor 
42 Coming Events 
44 In Summary 
4'1 Classifid Advertisements 
E M :  Illustration by Beiinda Lee. 
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Don1 Forget Your Compass 
Get ready ...p ack your bags ... we're going on a trip. Whether you travel across the country, span bor- 
ders, surf the Internet, drive up the coast, or fly, sail or swim the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans - we're off 
to see new horizons, meet new people and chart the course for the future of our profession. To partici- 
pate in this process you will have to join in on the festivities at the rapidly approaching 88th SLA An- 
nual Conference, June 7-12, in Seattle, Washington. 
With this April "conference issue" of Injomanon Outlook, we urge you to take advantage of the in- 
credible benefits available at the conference. The theme, "Information Professionals at the Crossroads: 
Change As Opportunity" is a central principle of our association as well as our profession. In this day 
and age of corporate re-engineering, outsourcing and constant competition in the information age, we 
must be proactive and use initiative to put the association as well as ourselves at the forefront of the 
profession. The Special Libraries Association's annual conference is committed to helping you see a variety of options available so you can 
make the most educated decision as to where to take the next step on your career path. 
At SLA's 88th Annual Conference, there is a plethora of neworking and educational opportunities for all professional levels of our 
rnembership - from students in MLS programs to long-time information professionals. All of us are at a crossroads of sorts - trying to 
equip ourselves for what is just beyond our range of vision. We must prepare and strive to find ways to best compete with and excel at 
whatever new opportunities we may fmd around the corner. 
In this changing environment of information technology, and the ever-changing and stretching role of the information professional, 
SLA is dedicated to bringing timely, informative issues into focus through our daily work, our monthly publications and reports, the 
adaptable resources available on tize Internet (m.sla.org),  the many networking events, as well as through a shared priority of profes- 
sional development. The annual conference (www.sla.microsoft.com), is an excellent vehicle through which you may gather information 
on all these programs and services to help you travel into the Information Age on a full tank. 
One way to prepare and "pack for your trip is to take advantage of the professional development opportunities - a program area SLA 
takes very seriously. This program serves the professional needs of om members through a variety of high quality and cutting-edge con- 
tinuing educational training activities. We strive through this program to meet your needs as members and to respond to changes in infor- 
mation technclogy and corporate cultures. 
A few examples of the continuing education classes available at this year's conference are courses on the art of negotiation; under- 
standing and managing different types of databases; creating an information audit; working effectively with supervisors; outsourcing; 
competitive intelligence; market research; patent searching and too many more to mention in this small space. I hope you have received 
your Preliminary Confemce Program, and that you have dog-eared the thing to death! 
I would l i e  to stress to you the association staff's intense commitment to make your membership the most valuable experience possi- 
ble. We do that through all program areas - Government Relakons, Membership Development, Research, Information Resources Center, 
Fund Development, Public Relations, Computer Services, Finance and Administration, Serial and Non-Serial Publications, and last but cer- 
tainly not least, Conferences and Meetings. 
Several focus goups were held during the 1997 Winter Meeting to gain insights regarding the perceived value of SLA membership. 
We listened to the membership as they shared their ideas and feelings with us. In turn, we shared with the leadership the issues that we 
as staff are facing in the quest for keeping the membership happy and excited in the programs and benefits provided to you. The fruits of 
these focus group labors have been shared with the entire staff as well as the Association's Strategic Planning Committee. 
It is imporant that we keep this lime of communication open in order to keep this organization vital. A strong sentiment was prevalent 
throughout the meetings and networking sessions - we are all committed to growing this association and its members into leading edge, 
essential employees and leaders in this age of information technclogy and knowledge management. 
The staff is here for you - here to listen to your requests, ideas, frustrations, and joys, and we appreciate that chance for the associa- 
tion to make a difference in your professional life. We are cor~stantly striving for continuous improvement, reaching beyond our goals and 
tPying to help each other succeed. We can do it if we take advantage of opportunities and fine-tune our positions in this increasingly glo- 
bal playing fieid together. We are all on the same team! 
David R Bender, Ph.D. 
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I Unveiling a new business 
research solution for 
information professionals. 
National Online, New York 
May 13-15, 1997 
Booth #I38 
Infornation Access 
C C i n i r P A R Y  
1-800-419-0313, ext  I095 
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- - P - &advantaged m e s o t a n s ,  and ' grams, National and University 
others who help low-income peo- Library, "The meaning of this 
: ple gain fair access to the justice . Government event can hardly be over- 
@ ? ! ~ w a ~ ~  wstem. Cummings is a mem- : Joins L W S U ~ ~  stressed. From now on we will 
, her of the Minnesota Chapter The justice Department re- - be sharing the union catalog I! 
\ - and the Information Technolo- : cently threw its weight behind a 1 with more than 20,000 librar- 
'\ j I . gy, Legal, and Library Man- lawsuit that alleges one of the ies from all over the world, 
i I 
I I ' agement Divisions. country's largest book whole- thus committing ourselves to i /  salers failed to pass along pub- . the IFLA (International Federa- 
: Keefer Acceysls; lishers' discounts to libraries, . tion of Library Associations 
New f osition tumntinlgs Rwei~as : universities and schools. Ac- and Institutions), UBC (Univer- 
Award for Vo!#flfree~: Janice Skidmore Keeler - cording to fie Washington - sal Bibliographic Control), and 
&t7vke recently accepted a new posi- . Post, the suit charges Baker 6r . UAP (Universal Access to Pub- 
Patricia Cummings and tion as knowledge manager at . Taylor, Inc. systematically over- lications) programs as well." 
the law firm of Leonard, Street . Andersen Consulting in North- . charged its institutional cus- . He went on to say that this is a 
6r Deinard, Minneapolis, MN, brook, IL. She will be respon- ' tomers as much as $200 million . major opportunity for Slovenia 
received the 1997 Legal Ser- . sible for maintaining a gl.oba1 over the past 10 years. The to spread bibliographic infor- 
vices Coalition Pro Bone pub- internal community of librari- - company offers customers a 40 . mation about its cultural spirit 
iic Award for their work on a ans and researchers, coordi- percent discount on trade vol- : and scientific potential. 
project aimed to help low-in- , nating selection and procure- umes and 10 percent off on 
come Minnesotans understand . ment of external information . non-trade books. According to . p - . . .  
and use the legal system. sources, and working on the complaint, by defining more : 
Cummings was also honored . knowledge management prac- - books as non-trade, Baker & 
at the Minnesota State Bar As- . tices. She is a member of the Taylor was overcharging its 
sociation's mid-year dinner on 1 Illinois Chapter and the Li- - customers as much as $16 mil- 
January 13. The Legal Services b ray  Management, Informa- lion a year, reports 77ze Post. 
Coalition Awards recognize ' tion Technology, Telecommu- : Although a company official de- 
lawyers who have provided . nications, and Business & fi- cried the suit as "groundless," 
extraordinary legal services to . nance Divisions. the Justice Department said it . a Giobal Wlfagt? 
has been "successful in virtual- Chaftengrs: 
ly all oof' the cases such as this . l~tfofmatidn Overload 
it had intervened in over the 
past decade. 
National Library of 
Slovenia to Contribute 
Records to 'EWairldCat 
The National and University 
Library, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 
has agreed to begin contribut- 
ing national bibliographic 
records to Worldcat, the OCLC 
Online Union Catalog. Records 
from 1989 to 1996 will be 
loaded in the coming months, 
and current records will be 
added on an ongoing basis. 
According to Vilenka Jakec-Bi- 
zjak, director of library pro- 
As information profession- 
als in an environment charac- 
terized by end-users required 
to make split-second deci- 
sions, to manage faster prod- 
uct lifecycles, to explain and 
predict phenomena at rates 
never addressed before, and to 
make sense out of increasing 
amounts of content of a ques- 
tionable nature "in their face," 
we have a tremendous chal- 
lenge ahead of us ... namely 
bringing information value, 
accountability, and authentici- 
ty back to the end-user. 
This is not a problem unique 
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to any one region of the world. 
In March and Aprii of 1996, 
more than 1,300 interviews were 
conducted with company execu- 
tives in the Australia, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States. 
The results of those interviews 
can be found in a report by Reu- 
ters titled for In_lmtatlon. 
The a u k s  conclude that 
"..ways of dealing with the infor- 
mation burden is now one of the 
most urgent world-wide chal- 
lenges facing business." 
How are information profes- 
sionals working globally to ad- 
dress the "information burden?" 
A good place to start is to 
understand how organizations 
value information. Paul Pedley, 
library & information services 
manager at the law firm The- 
odore Goddard in England re- 
ports on Infom2tion as an As- 
set. The KPMG IMPACT pro- 
gram has been working on the 
involvement of Boards of Direc- 
tors in the changes brought 
about by the information soci- 
ety for about three years. 
The Hawley Committee pro- 
duced the Hawley agenda for 
boards, providing a structure to 
discuss the information society 
and how to respond. The results 
were published in December 
1994 as Infomtion on an As- 
set-fie Board Agenda. More 
recently, a new steering board 
was established. But the board 
consisted only of people person- 
ally liable for the conduct of their 
organizations. In a joint initiative 
of KPMG IMPACT and EM,  the 
committee aims to produce an in- 
formation management index to 
indicate the health of an organi- 
zation with respect to its infor- 
mation management. 
Work, such as that under- 
taken by KPMG and IBM, indi- 
cates methodologies to frame 
and address the information 
rhat is valued and how to man- 
age it effectively. As content ex- and experience. Let's optimize ences to resolve the phenomena 
per&, we have a wonderful op- our unique abilities and experi- of information overload. 8 
portunity-to train, to provide 
effective pre-analysis and fiiter- 
ing, and to improve communi- by Mag Lee Kennee. For more iMomation an "International 
cation skills to reduce the N e ~ s ,  " or to conmhte to the ~ l u m n ,  pleone contact SLA3 interna- 
amount of needless infonna- cbnal Relations Committee Chair M a y  Lee Kennedy at;. 1-508-486- 
tion. On a global scale, there is 2540;fh.x: 1-508-486-2302; Internet: m~~I.kenne@@~o.dec.com, 
a crying need for our skill sets Paul Pedq can be reached at PauPedIq@theodoregoddard. co. uk. 
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IEE Online Journals: Now on the Web. 
The IEE Online Journals include the IEE Proceedings Online as well as Electronics Letters Online. 
IEE Proceedings is published under 12 titles each containing current, original contributions from 
ail over the world. Electronics Letters covers modern electronics including electronic science and 
engineering, telecommunications, optoelectronics, and optical communication. 
IEE Proceedings Online includes 
b Circuits, Devices and Systems t 
b Commmications b 
t Computers and Digital Techniques t 
Coctrol Theow and Applications t 
t Electric Power Applications t 
Generation, Transmission and Distribution t 
Microwaves, Antennas and Sropagation 
Optoelectronics 
Radar, Sonar and Navigation 
Science, Measurement and Technology 
Software Engineering 
L7ision, Image and Signal Prxessing 
Come by and see a demo at our Booth # 723/725 
at the Special fibraries Association Annud Conference 
The Power of information 
INSPEC Dept. IEEE Operations Center 445 Hoes LaRe, Piscataway NJ 08855 Tek(908) 562-5549 Fax:(908) 562-8737 e-mail:inspecQieee.org 
All IEE and INSPEC prcdu:ts and serdcss ivziiabia n the Americas t h m g h  the iNSPEC Depamen: of the :EEE. 
I. Insurance Laws 
2. Insurance Related Laws {other s ta tu tes  selected for 
their relevance to insurance) 
3. Advance Laws (newiy enacted laws published before 
codification) 
-, Insurance Regulations (regulations issued by t h e  
Insurance Department o f  every state)  
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The Pacific Northwest Chapter of SLA is 
honored to host the 1997 Annual Confer- 
ence in Seattle, WA. The conference will 
take place June 7-12 in the Washington 
State Convent~on and Trade Center. 
The annual conference is part of SLA's 
commitment to providing members and oth- 
er information specialists with the best pro- 
fessional opportunities and resources. No 
other conference provides programs and 
events tailored for the special librarian in 
one location, in one week. 
Attending the 88th Annual Conference 
is an opportunity to help you manage and 
disseminate information more effectively in 
this fast-paced environment. Your partici- 
pation at SLA. s 1997 annual conference is 
beneficial to you and your organization in 
several ways. It offers: 
an unparalleled learning experience; 
an excellent opportunity to develop pro- 
fessionally; 
cost-effective training sessions to keep 
your organization competitive; 
professional contacts to use on an ongo- 
ing basis long after the conference is 
over; 
new ideas to improve productivity; 
the latest products and services in one 
location-ova 300 exhibitors are ex- 
pected to be on hand to discuss the vari- 
ous tools available to help you do your : 
job better. 
AbauQ fi;e&k 
In 1851, the Frst group of settlers ar- 
rived in the Puget Sound area and founded 
a city at Alki Point, near the entrance to El- 
liott Bay. They moved into the vicinity of 
Seattle's present Pioneer Square. The set- 
tlers decided to name the new town Seattle, 
after Chief Sealth of the Duwarnish and Su- 
quamish Tribes. 
Recently rated the nation's number one 
vacation destination (Rand McXally) and the 
number one big place to live (Monq Maga- 
zine), Seattle offers sensational scenery, 
abundant urban attractions, and an un- 
matched variety of recreational opportuni- 
ties. Seattle is located in central Washington 
State on the shore of Puget Sound, which 
flows into the Pacific Ocean. There are 
mountain ranges on both sides of the city 
(the Cascades to the east and the Olympics 
to the west), so the climate is mild all year 
round. The average annual rainfall in Seat- 
tle is 36.5 inches, less than in New York, At- 
lanta, and other cities not known for rain. 
In 1982, a nationwide contest was con- 
ducted to find a ~ickname for Seattle. From 
13,000 entrants, the judges selected the 
nickname "The Emerald City" because it de- 
notes brightness, beauty, a jewel, the color 
green, and a lush environment--all charac- 
teristics of Seattle and King County. 
Seattle's delights can be found through- 
out the city, from its impressive downtown 
to its charming neighborhoods. Saltwater 
and sea air evoke voyages and adventures 
of more than a century ago. Join us at the 
crossroads fox our profession-in a setting 
of majestic mountains, clear waters, and 
warm and friendly people. 
Fcaiiw P ~ w w i a ~ , c  
The conference theme was chosen to re- 
flect the changes facing our profession-- 
changes that will bring about challenges and 
opportunities. Tke conference will emphasize 
opportunity and educate attendees on the 
ways to develop the skills that will be needed 
to address the challenges intrinsic to change. 
'#Warn $4. jB%j Gafcs? Ma&yr 
June 9, WQ am, l&3 8 ~ , m ,  
Microsoft Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer Bill Gates will be the General Session 
Speaker on Monday, June 9. Microsoft Cor- 
poration is the leading provider of software 
for personal computers worldwide. With 
net revenues of $8.67 billion for the fiscal 
year ending June, 1996, Microsoft employs 
more than 20,000 people in 56 countries. 
Gates began his career in personal 
computer software at age 13, when he 
started programming as a student at the 
Lakeside School in Seattle. While an un- 
dergraduate at Harvard University, Gates 
and former classmate Paul Allen devel- 
oped the BASIC programming language 
for the first microcomputer. 
His early foresight about persona1 com- 
puting and his continuing vision have been 
central to Microsoft's success and the 
growth of the software industry. Gates is 
actively involved in significant operating 
and strategic decisions at Microsoft and 
plays an important role in the development 
and management of the company. 
Under his guidance, the company's mis- 
sion is to continually advance and improve 
software technolog, tbereby making it eas- 
ier and more enjoyable for individuals to 
use and understand. Gates is committed to 
taking a long-term perspective by investing 
in neu7 technology, state-of-the art projects 
and new products for the future. 
Greg Bmu, &fm&$ 
&R"PQ, 413@ p , ~ ,  * &:OQ p,m, 
Greg Bear, writer of Blood Music and 
many other famous science fiction works, 
will be appearing at the Information Futur- 
ists Caucus Meeting on Monday, June 9. 
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His discussion, "Joy and Panic in the Data- . substantive issues and ideas with simplici- fmmce, managemenUnarketiing, strategic 
flow Age," will be followed by an auto- ty and wit, Eugenie Prime will host a spe- . planninglleadership, and technology dur- 
graph session. cia1 presentation, "A Practitioner's Perspec- ing the annual conference. in addition, 
Bear is the recipient of both the presti- tive" on Tuesday, June 10. there will be 10 specialize6 6ivision CE 
gious Hugo and Nebula awards. He is consid- Prime has managed the corporate library courses available. 
ered by many ro be the leading practitioner of , at Hewlett-Packard since 1987. Prior to join- The Professional Development Department 
hard science fiction-stories where science . ing H-P, she headed a Iarg hospital library 
- - 
and technology are integral to the d e .  while simultaneously semng as presidenr of 
Bear's writings portray all types of li- CLYAHL Corporation, publishers of the Kurs- 
braries and, in fact, provide a snapshot of ~ n g  and Allied Health Index. Prime earned a Ptqare for yasrr trip by t%ec&g 
the hisrory and future of libraries. In more B A. in History from the Cniverslty of the out the SW a d  Mim& Web sites 
recent works, Bear has anticipated the Wesr Indies, a Masters in Harory and an far f~$ker InbfrMhn, 
move to digital libraries and has given us M.L.S. from Drexel Unii~ersiry, and an k1.B.h. * FA~osbEt A I x I ~  C D I I ~ ~ W  SK-
some imaginative visions of what librdl ies from the Unlkers~ry of Southern California. tim h ~ J # s l a . ~ ~ f t , ~ o m  
may become in the future. She discussed the irnpomnce of vislon * %A Web S%e %t%p$m,sfaorg 
For more information about Greg Bear, see for libraries and the process for developing i m # m m * m T h r : -  
his official Web site at wwv.kaiaghok.com/ thar vision In an article thar appeared in the &ZW& w a maf;?xeace 
gregbeadgregbear. htm. January 1997 issue of I~zjormanon Outlook &tseqt Send a, tBew@ $0 list- 
sew ~ . m r d ~ ~ ,  ,Je;7i~til%g 
Eager& %nr, T ~ ~ G R ' s ( ,  ,'5A.:, , srs ,,;.,+ .,. , 3~ '+,,.., ~r >  ;Q~PP,'~., slt- fine bkMk 5Md f$p 
&fie '2 G $:CC $, p . 3 fj,? 2 A p?. The Professional DeveIopment Depan- l*wtmr ih igte ntzlir; w s -  
sa'ge, hoted for her slightly outrageous sense mmt will offer 20 connnulng education (CE) 
of humor and for her ability to express courses in the areas of library managemem, Coptes or g:&&*<wer+ , &,w,*+'liewe$, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - $p wr&g &',%A, ~ e r ~ t y h  & 
Adaptedsfom marm'aIs provided by the Seattle-King Counly Convenom and V ~ I C O I ' S  Bu- 'm $='@%,.&+ %% *:; 
reau. All Seattle photos in ihls ssue are copyrighted by [he bureau. @@q,dX itX~19,*Z$li4~ 
provides information professionals at all lev- 
els with exceIlent career services. 
The Employment Clearinghouse serves 
as a conduit between information pro- 
fessional seeking jobs and employers 
with avaiIabIe positions. 
The Career Advisory Senrice provides re- 
cent graduates or those exploring career 
changes with the opportunity to meet 
with experienced SLA members who 
serve as career counselors. 
In addition, the Professional Develop- 
ment Department and Advanced Informa- 
tion Management (AM) will provide free 
mini-workshops on topics such as resume 
writing, interviewing skills, networking, 
and employment negotiations. 
Scniarn 
The SLA division program planners 
have developed exciting, informative, and 
interesting sessions for the annual confer- 
ence. For example, the following sessions 
will be offered: 
Educating and iraining librarians for the 
2lst century 
Starting a new library 
Surviving downsizing and outsourcing 
Integrating Internet resources into the 
library 
Finding business sources on the Internet 
4 Locating chemical and materials sources 
* The internal Web, or Intranet 
Additional sessions will address tech- 
nology issues such as digital libraries, vir- 
tual reality. training customers in end-user 
searching, image and art databases, and 
delivering information to engineers. 
Other programs will deal with marketing 
and com~etitive intelli~ence. business edu- 
" 
-.- 
cation, iibrary collections, funding and ~ l t ,  Rainin 21 I 4,418 f ~ t ,  is a d t i i ~ t i t  ~ M C M ~ $  t. ~ e a t ~  ~ ~ t t  Ba* 
charging f o ~  services and many other rele- 
vant issue areas. selection may be reviewed on the SLA web There are an additionaI 14 properties for 
site (www.sla.org). To receive the special attendees to select-most within a five to 
Cawf~nscc U @ a w  SLA conference rates, use the Housing Re- 10 minute walk to the Washington State 
There have been a few slight program quest Form found in the program to make Trade and Convention Center. Make your 
modifications since the printing of the Pre- your hotel reservations. annual conference hoteI reservations early, 
liminay Conference Program. Please refer The Seattle SLA Housing Bureau does and use one of the preferred hotels listed in 
to SLA's Web site(www.sla.org) for the lat- not accept phone calls regarding reserva- the Prehminay Co@menceProgam. 
est conference information. tions. Reservations are processed on a first- 
come, first-serve basis until May 9, 1997. &&?f~~ce i%&?d&? k~&?%@r 
CW&PB&E H Q U L ~ E ~  This year our co-headquarters hotels will be A Conference Attendee Locator database 
The F?e(limina?y Conference Program the Sheraton Seattle Hotel & Towers, 1400 will be available in the registration area 
offers a diverse selection of hotel accom- Sixth Ave., and the Westin Hotel, Seattle, during the SLA annual conference. This 
modations from which to select. The same 1900 Fifth Avenue. service is provided by Inmagic, Inc. 
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Needle, June €Fh, during the Special Libraries 
Association Conference.To find out more about 
our content and technology solutions, stop by 
our booth #929 at the SLA Conference. Or, call 
us at 808-343-0064. 
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Conference attendees who prefer to 
make their own conference housing ar- 
rangements are encouraged to send their 
location information to Betty Eddison at 
Inmagic, Inc., 800 West Cummings Park, 
Wobum. MA 01801-6357 or e-mail 
inma@c@netcom.com (please use the acro- 
nym "SLA" in the subject line). 
Please include your name, organization, 
hotel or otha contact information, tele- 
phone number, and arrival/depamire dates. 
$&&&&&g? 
Because SLA makes every effort to keep 
our meeting costs as low as possible, we 
are pleased to announce there will be no 
increase in the 1997 annual conference 
registration fees. Member rates are $165 if 
received by May 1st: $210, after May 1st. 
Nonmember rates at $270 if received by 
May 1st; $329, after ,&lay 1st. 
Furthermore, by special arrangement, 
members of the following associations may 
also register at SLA mernber rates: 
American Association of Law Libraries 
(AALL) 
American Society for Information Sci- 
ence (ASIS) 
Art Libraries Scciety of North America 
(ARLIS/NA) 
Australian Library & Information Asso- 
ciation ( A M )  
* Canadian Library Association (CLA) 
Medical Library. Association (MLA) 
SLA requests all attendees to register. 
When you register you are helping to sup- 
port the association and a wide range of ac- 
tivities associated with planning, organiz- 
ing, and running a major convention. 
%&ibiPr 
The 1997 SLA Exhibit Hall will offer 
meeting attendees and visitors an excellent 
opportunity to learn state-of-the-art advanc- 
es in the information industry. The exhibit 
hall will be located on the fourth floor of the 
Washington State Convention and Rade 
Center. The exhibit hail will be open Sunday, 
June 8 to Wednesday, June 11. Please check 
the FznaI Confence Progrum for details. 
The SLA Exhibit Hal': is open to all at- 
tendees and non-paying visitors, free of 
charge. Non-paying visitors must register at 
the SLA registration desk for an exhibits- 
only pass; there is no charge. Visit the SLA 
Web site for a preview of the program and a 
full listing of the companies that are sched- 
uled to exhibit (www.sla.orgj. % 
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sionals in the Driver's Seat," for . of the proposed con- 
the Special Libraries Associa- , tributed paper. Ab- 
tion's 1998 Annual Conference stracts should be approximately ApriI 1, 1998-Submit corn- . mitted and evaluated, 2) the 
in Indianapolis, IN. Papers will 250-300 words in length. Please plete text of accepted contribut- author is a member of SLA, mc 
be presented at the contributed submit five paper copies of your ed paper to the association of- 3) the author intends to present 
papers sessions. 1 abstract to: Daniel Krummes, In- fice in Washington, DC. the paper at the annual confer- 
stitute of Transportation Studies, Length-Presentation of the - ence. Abstracts will be jucged 
Guidefines 412 McLaughlin Hall, University paper should take no longer the on relevance to the theme, sub- 
July 1, 1997-Submit work- . of California, Berkeley, CA, 15 minutes. stance, and potential member 
ing title of proposed contribut- 94720. Diskettes, faxes, and Acceptance-Contributed interest. Applicants ;$I be noti- 
ed paper to Daniel Krummes electronic submissions will not - papers wid be accepted only if: fied of acceptance by Deceinber 
via either e-mail (a- be accepted. I )  the abstract has been sub- 15, 1997. %I 
. . . . 
. . 
One Call. We Have Your Document. 
FEDERAL FILINGS 
DOCUMENT SERVICES 
~ e d e r a l  Filings, Inc. 
- 
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9 AR IGHLIGHTS 
IVERSIT 
INTER EETING 
In actions taken to strengthen the voice 
of SLXs minarity members as well as its 
international standing, the association's 
Board of Directors highlighted the impor- 
tance of these two initiatives at their an- 
nual Winter Meeting held January 23-25, 
in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. This meeting was 
held in conjunction with SLA's Winter Ed- 
ucation Conference, which took place Janu- 
ary 26-28. 
Always interested in increasing the as- 
sociation's international involvement, the 
board also focused on global affairs. For 
the association's International Conference 
2000, the beard selected the theme "The 
Information Age: Challenges and Opportu- 
nities." Following this discussion, the 
board of directors examined the composi- 
tion and charge of the International Rela- 
tions Committee to ensure SLA is forward- 
thinking in its global approach. The board 
resources for the recruitment of mentors to 
successfulIy guide award recipients through 
SLA's infrastructure. This three-year-old 
program identifies five minority candidates 
each year and assigns mentors to assist 
them with their transition into active ser- 
vice to the association at the national level. 
The candidates are selected through an 
open application process with the applica- 
tions being reviewed by the Affirmative Ac- 
tion Committee. Follow-up contact with past 
participants reveals that through this pro- 
gram, recipients are encouraged to maintain 
active communication with their mentors 
and continuously discuss their goals for fu- 
ture SLA leadership. 
Some of the other actions taken by the 
board involved taking the next step in some 
ongoing projects. Following the timeline set 
at the Fall Board Meeting, the Finance Com- 
mittee presented one step in a plan that ~ 7 i l I  
Committee on "Competencies for Special 
Librarians," chaired by JoAnne Marshall, 
the Board of Directors invited three deans 
of library schools to lead an informative 
discussion on the importance of maintain- 
ing an active competencies program. The 
deans explained to the Board and SLA 
members in attendance how their univer- 
sities are using competencies in expand- 
ing knowiedge and skills in their curricu- 
lum. The deans also gave members ideas 
and suggestions on various roles they 
may undertake to become more involved 
in library schools within their locale. (See 
related article on pg. 26) 
Putting another piece in place for asso- 
ciation unit compliance, the board ap- 
proved the use of an "SLA Unit Officer Ac- 
knowledgement Form," which will clearly 
outline and reinforce the officers' responsi- 
bility in submitting timely, complete, and 
reaffirmed the current composition of the 
committee; agreed to strongly encourage 
future SLA presidents to make appoint- 
ments to the International Relations Com- 
mittee such that one member will always 
reside outside North America; and ap- 
proved a revision to the committee's 
charge that reflects the importance of this 
committee's role in the organization. 
As the board is also interested in en- 
couraging minority participation in the as- 
sociation, they approved the continuation of 
the Diversity Leadership Development Pro- 
gram and committed additional support and 
increase the financial stability of the associ- 
ation. The timeline, as approved at the fall 
meeting, looks like this: January 1997- 
present a generic plan to increase income 
andlor reduce expenses; June 1997-intro- 
duce a detailed financid plan to support the 
previous plan; and January 1998-imple- 
ment the new plan. The generic plan was 
presented and approved on schedule at this 
meeting, moving the committee into phase 
11-developing a detailed plan. 
As a follow-up to the document Com- 
petencies Jor Special Librarians of the 
Zlst Century prepared by the Special 
correct reports. This action, put 
into place due to the associa- 
tion's need to strengthen its 
group tax exemption status, 
brings SLA into stronger com- 
pliance with IRS guidelines. 
Several SLA caucuses received 
the green light for continued oper- 
ation at the meeting as well. The 
Gay 65 Lesbian Issues, Graduate 
Education, Professional Librarians in Alterna- 
tive Non-Traditional Careers, and the Retired 
Members Caucuses were reauthorized 
through the Winter Meeting of 2000. 
Laying the groundwork for strong future 
leadership, President Sylvia Piggott an- 
nounced :he formation of a committee to re- 
view DACOLT (Division and Chapter Offic- 
ers Leadership Training), which is currently 
available for the association's volunteer 
leadership. Members serving on this com- 
mittee are: Lynn Tinsley, chair; Dorothy Mc- 
Gany; Lucy Lettis; Sandy Moltz; and Ron- 
nie Manger. % 
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by Gloria Dinerman education it takes to find data and related : library and being on patron caJ.1 for every- 
documents with speed and target accuracy. . thing from patents to competitive intelli- 
Whenever an information center falls vic- This discussion of the demerits of out- . gence demands the attention of a profes- 
tim to outsourcing, management is declaring - sourcing is cen~ered on companies and as- sional administrator. 
to the corporate community that library sociations who outsource the entire infor- . If services are absorbed by another com- 
personnel are not important to the rest of : mation center, leaving research and its ac- . pany, a Request for Proposal (RFP) must be 
the corporate team. Management is saying . companying output to a contracted corpora- written in such a way to accuratdy reflect 
that it is not worth the money to retain the ' tion. The functions of cataloging, docu- , the full scope of responsibilities. Since per- 
staff-that an outside service will perform - ment delivery, inventory, barcoding, and sonnel doesn't know what it takes to be a 
just as wen. The retrieval of information . other technical jobs might very well be ' successful information manager, it then fol- 
appears to be so routine that the corporate : more efficiently accomplished through a . lows that the RFP written by them win be 
hierarchy is unaware of the talent and . contractor. This is fine, but managing a faulty by omission. 
Is there a measurable standard of per- 
formance that management uses when de- 
Dinerman 1 : ~  founder and presiiient #Libray Co-op, Inc., aJJeen-year-old consu/hng cor- : veloping an RFP for replacing its informa- 
poration specializing in libray development. management, and automation. She received . tion professionals? What should the RFP 
her Masters in Librav ScienceSfom Rugers University and her undergraduate degreeporn ' include and what criteria should be used to 
Brown University. Pnor experience includesflve years as the dli-edor @training at a major evaluate the responses? Is there an indus- 
stockbrokerage companj sir years as an investment advisor, and two years m a contract . try benchmark? Is there a model that can 
personnel c3nsultant. be replicated? 
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are mainly geared @ward clerical and 
semi-skilled p i t i o n s  that have fre- 
quent turnover. The fact that they 
have a huge pool of applicants is 
great for filling positions in the mail- 
room, but suffers stiE lack the type 
of experience and educational level 
that is required to manage an infor- 
mation center. 
Within the past &YO years, we were 
contacted by three firms who had won 
contracts to outsource hformation de- 
partmenl. Each firm either wanted to 
retain our workers, or sought om ex- 
pertise in a dated  area. These rims 
are well-known and well-respected in 
the field of teqora-j employment, 
but their recruiters knew nothing 
about infomation centers, Our pro- 
fession is so small and so specialized. 
that only those of us who are in- 
mersed in it on a daily basis can be 
considered experienced. 
The primary reason that these 
firms were cPLosen to receive the out- 
sourcing contract was that they had 
presented the lowest bid 20 the hiring 
company. The secondary reason was 
because they had experience staffing 
other departments that were being 
outsourced-namely the maiiroom, 
Often, there are more differences than can be managed by our personnel. Al- the cafeteria, and the graphics department. 
similarities in corporate requirements. Se- though we do placements of both profes- The RFP was prepared so that tine require- 
lecting components is a judgment call, and sional and paraprofessional workers, we ments would bucdle together the services 
priorities can differ within the selection have never bid on or been offered, a con- of all of the effected departments. It is most 
committee. Additionally, just as there is no tract award for outsourcing. We concen- unfortunate that the corporate structure 
structure for the preparation of the RFP for trate on placing quality personne! in pro- very often places the librm- mder the um- 
outsourcing, there is no prescribed technical ductive job openings for the mutual benefit brella of these general seni'lces. That imme- 
basis for selecting the outsourcing compa- of candidate and client. diately assumes a non-professional ovez- 
ny. If less than qualified people are allowed If the employment si~es are within our tone regarding librarians and tilerefore, %e 
to invade the job market through third par- geographic range, and the scope of services library is treated. accordingly. The Rodney 
ty hiring, then the stature and status of the is restricted to tasks performed by an infor- Dangerfield lament of "I get no respect" 
information professional is threatened. mation or records center, then we might vie certainly applies here. 
In order to understand my company's for this type or" project. However. philo- Why would general services be the tar- 
concern for the profession as it exists today sophically, we feel that information profes- get of outsourcing? Perhaps became they 
and for the future of librarianship as a via- sionals belong in a setting that provides se- are self-contained cnits that are easy to 
ble occupation, an explanation of our cor- curity, growth. and opportunity. Many of compartmenralize. Perhaps because there 
porate persona and some examples of con- the companies that outsource are huge mul- is a lot of waste that has been identified 
tracts made is helpful. tinational megaliths that want one person- witn these areas-waste in time more than 
The Library Co-op, Inc. is a corporation nel contractor to handle all of the temporary materials. Perhaps because dealing with 
composed of consultants who specialize in openings throughout its global territory. unions and semi-skilled personnel requires 
a variety of disciplines. Because of the This requirement eliminates many potential a special talent that corpora.tions prefer to 
professional talent of our staff and the bidders. The only ones ieft who can satisfy avoid exercising whenever possible. Per- 
care that we employ when we hie ,  every personnel needs on a national level are giants haps it is because there is large turnover 
library task, problem, innovation, or theory like Kelly and Manpower. These companies in these areas which is very costly to the 
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corporation. Whatever the reasons-rea- subject background to carry out complicated employing this level of personnel and 
sons which relate directly to the compa- assignments. We continue to provide per- what kinds of questions should be asked 
ny's bottomline-the choice of more and sonnel for this contractor and they have be- to indicate their s k i  level and depth of ex- 
more companies is to outsource its labor gun to rely on our judgment. Our fee perience. I thought that it was a wonderful 
intensive departments. schedule was decreased by five percent. idea to meet and get to know each other. I 
This reasoning is not appropriate for Firm No. 2 - In this Fortune 500 com- quoted my professional consultant rate as 
evaluating information centers. Libraries pany, we had three paraprofessionals. They president of the company should they want 
are neither labor intensive nor an arena of did serials maintenance, simple searching, professional training in specialized person- 
waste. They have been put under general and data entry. The outsourcing frm want- nel hiring. The discussion ended. They 
services mainly by default for lack of a ed us to pay then at the level they paid were not about to pay for my knowledge. 
more appropriate place in the organizational their starting clerks - $6.75 per hour. The Their contract has now been in force for 
chart. Parenthetically, since the adoption of company allowed them to remain on board one year and the last that I heard, there 
automation by the information industry, at their regular hourly rate until we could was going to be a re-evaluation of their ser- 
some of the centers are now under the aegis relocate them. As soon as 1 was able to vices when the contract expires at the end 
of the Management Information Services find them new employment, the ties to the of the next 12 months. 
department. This is still not a perfect fit, company were severed. The mind-set of Unless it is stipulated in the contract, the 
but at least it brings the information center their personnel manager typified the stereo- hiring corporation has no say in the workers 
into the professional ranks. type of the clerk behind the desk of a public that are assigned to the company. It may be 
library who checks books in and out and inferred by the contract requirements that 
The folkwing is a brief has little research skill or no decision mak- the skill level of the worker is strong enough 
scenario of out htWacti0n with ing responsibility. to assume the technical responsibiiity of the 
the CO~WC~O~S:  Firm No, 3 - This f ~ m  contacted our position, but work ethic and personality 
Wrn no. I-- We had 12 consultants office admitting that they did not have a traits can be extremely important factors in 
from our company with varying degrees of clue as to how to hire or supervise an infor- the success of any operation. If there is a 
expertise working at several sites in two mation professional. They asked if I would clash of wills, if there is resentment by the 
states. The vice president of the successful meet with them and give them instruc- permanent staff, if someone does not pull 
outsourcing -3rm with whom we met was tions regarding what criteria to use when his weight, then difficulties in performance 
very wiUig to utilize our 
workers in their current ca- 
pacity, but was amazed to 
learn how much they were 
being paid. I asked if he re- 
alized that most of our em- 
ployees had a master's de- 
gree. He was more than 
amazed-"dumbfounded" 
would be a more apt de- 
scription. HE agreed to al- 
low us to maintain our cur- 
rent salary ievel with the 
existing employees but said 
that each new hire would 
have to be cieared with the 
person in charge of our ac- 
count. In other words, the 
wage level undoubtedly 
would be lowered. More- 
over, our percentage of 
markup couId be no more 
than if we were providing 
clerical employees. No 
consideration was given to 
the work's importance or to 
the difficulty of recruiting 
specialists who have the 
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will ultimately occur. Psychological prob- is that no one can do anything abwt the mobiiity does not apply to a person as- 
lems lead to non-production. It's like b~ying end resuit if a decision has been made to signed to manage tke library. %%en this 
an article of clothing without trying it on- eliminate the library. person leaves f ic  ccxpany that has tbe em- 
the price may be right and the style may be Unless you have been to library schooi ployment contract, the recruiting process 
right, but if it doesn't fit, it's no good. and have worked in an active, creative atmo- goes back to square one. The contractor 
For outsourcing to be cost-effcient or sphere, you do not have the slightest idea of must understand the skins and respoasi'iil- 
cost-saving, the quality of senrice must be what it takes to manage an information cen- ities required tc seiect an Information pro- 
equal to, or better than, an information cen- ter. You do not know what it is like to oper- fessional. In order to do that, they have to 
ter stuffed by inhouse professionals. TY,ere- ate under a research deadline, or how to tv have a complete u n d e r ~ t ~ d i n g  of the es- 
fore, the services that are received, the type to .End an obsmre piece of information with sence of the job . 
and depth of information that is needed to only a few vague defAs on which to search. Librarians are iauded for their inteIIi- 
support the products, or the competitive in- %ere is no job description that adequateiy gence, adaptability. and work ethic. I have 
teuigence data upon which management de- reflects what the infomation professional never known a librarian to be Iess than the 
cisions are predicated must be evaluated. does in a single day, much less in a week or highest caiiber in integrity, honesty, and in 
Unfortunately, there is no way to really put a nore. There is no way that an inexperienced @fig of time and seif to the job. It some- 
price tag on the quality of information. firm can hope to produce the same results as times appears fiat this loyalty is no longer 
Many information centers charge back their a long term professional, but the companies appreciated. The reward for doing great 
personnel time and line time research to the that are given the contract are not to 5e work is 2 letter of reconmendation and a 
departments or clients that submitted the re- blamed for trying. The fault lies with the becefit package. 
quest, but there is no written qualitative a i -  hiriig corporation and perhaps, yes, with the Companies &at outsource their iaforma- 
teria of the services received. Wnat is good librarians fnernseives. tion centers wid suffer in the b c g  mn. it 
and usable information? I it is heretic for me to accuse my asso- may take a while to realize that the services 
In a law firm or a pharmaceutical firm ciates for being remiss in fheir obligations, are not as complete or as insightful as they 
where the depth and diversity of research then my position must be defended by stat- had been, that the replacement staff is not 
can directly affect the nature of the product, ing that in the 16 years we have been in as caring or paefui as the former staff, and 
the recipient of the information has a basis business, and with d l  of the activity that that the reports nay  iack that professional 
for assessing the quality of the research surrounds the profession through participa- touch that had beer, taken for granted. 
that wiU. support the outgut or the condu- o ion in associations and allied conferences. There is an efitire host of competencies Cqat 
sion of the case. When determining wheth- there have been very few people that I have only special librarians possess. But the real 
er or not the library will be given over to met who have made a consismt and delib- problem wiri come when the crunch is on, 
another company to staff and manage, the crate effort to inform management about when the information is needed in a hum,  
corporate administration must be aware of the workiig details and difficulties of pro when that speciai project must meet a dead- 
the vested interest that a permanent em- viding information. The most common line , when the replacement person says "I 
ployee will have in the deliverables from source of internal marketing done by the can't" instead of "I wild." 
the information center as well as the experi- professionals is a newsletter. This newslet- Hello, CEO-%is is what your informa- 
ence in the specific subject that the infor- ter is read by middle management and ig- tion macager does or is responsible for get- 
mation professional brings to the job. nored by the CEOs. CEOs generally don't ting done-research, reference, automation 
Outsourcing is still an experimental con- have time tc read arything but high level decisions. cdlection davdopment, judget, 
cept as it pertains to information and re- communications. At the very ieast, a hiring, firing, routing, professionai develop- 
search. It has not yet been proven that any memo showing a particular item of achieve- ment, selective dissemination of informa- 
money has been saved over an extended ment or a copy of a letter of commendation tion, interlibrqy ioans, catdoging, confer- 
period of time. To my know!edge, there should be forwarded to the person who sits ence and serrtinar participation, supplies, 
also have been no major studies done on in judgment of your future. telephone inquiries, marketing, and special 
user satisfaction. Marketing of library sewices and prod- projects. Is there anycne out there who 
An occupational hazard occurring ucts should be taught in library schoo!,. But thinks that ail of the above can be done by 
among employees of large corporations is more often ~ h a n  not, these skills are best someone from a third party company? 
the pervasive atmosphere of insecurity. learned on the job. Request invitations to If one contract is missed, if one scientific 
This atmosphere engulfs many information staff meetings at the highest level possible. fact is wong, if one able is misanaiyzed, 
centers. Professionals are afraid to make Make presentations-both internally and ex- then all of the m n e y  that was supposedly 
long term plans. They hesitate to take va- ternally. Capitalize on the Iibrarians singular saved is IOSL Credibnity can't be bought. It: 
cation time, Overtime is standard operating kchique to the reference interview. These has to be earned. Building a reputation fox 
procedure. Initiative is thwarted! Going to are ail suggestions for increasing the visibili- excellence means years cf struggle against 
work has become a study in fear, with em- t)r and importance of the information center. the insistence of the compe2tion. You need 
ployees just waiting for the other shoe to If the informtion center is outsourced, ail the help you can get. %L; x e d  your re- 
drop. The worst part of living OP. the brink who will train the new personnel? Upward source center. 8 
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by Susan Wright 
At the SLA Winter Meeting held in Fort 
Lauderdale, FL, this past January, a pane! of 
three deans voiced their opinions about the 
document, Competenciesfor Special Lib~aui- 
am @the 21st Cenhuy. Speakers included 
SLA members Dr. Toni Carbo, dean of the 
School of Library Science at University of 
Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh, PA; Fred Roper, dean 
of the School of Library Science at Florida 
State University-Mahassee, FL; and Jane 
Robbins, dean of the School of Library Sci- 
ence at the University of South Caroliira- 
Columbia, SC. 
The Competencies document provides a 
valuable means of communication in mak- 
ing sure that education srays abreast of the 
new developments in technology and gen- 
eral library practice. "It definitely has to be 
a partnership with practitioners and educa- 
tors," said Jane Robbins. Woriiing in the ed- 
ucational arena, Robbins commented that it 
is difficult to stay on the cutting-edge with- 
out the input of practitioners-special li- 
brarians in the workforce. 
Robbins also stated that SLA should en- 
gage with the Association for Library and 
Information Science Education and have 
some kind of presentation during annual 
conference in order to promote the compe- 
tencies throughout the educational arena. 
Robbins shared with the group her 
thoughts on the most valuable parts of the 
document. 
"The practical examples are a wonderful 
way to communicate and illustrate the sk& 
that the summary discusses;' she said. By 
including these examples, professors in the 
field can explain more precisely what mea- 
surable skills are needed to carry out the 
competency. According to Robbins, the ad- 
dition of knowledge s k i s  and values is im- 
portant. "Many competencies documents in 
the past have overlooked this importzint 
COMPETENCIES 
tor 
SPECIAL 
L I B RARIAN S 
of the 
21st CENTURY 
Prepared for the SLW Board of  Directors 
by the Special Committee on 
Competencies for Special Librarians 
Joanne Marshall, Chair; 
BifI Fisher; Lynda Moulton: and Roberta Piccoti 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
October 1995 
facet," she said. In ali, "it's a very useful wanted to convey these competencies obvi- 
document that can serve as a model for 0th- ously will not be around for the entire iec- 
er associations." bry. Special librarians need to be aware 
Although her comments on the docu- - that they aus t  keep up with tine changes 
ment were positive, Robbins also offered . that arrive at a phenomenai rate. 
some suggestions to make Competencies Fred Roper also had some feedback to 
even more useful. One aspect was the ti- share regarding the document, He felt that 
tie-Competencies,%r S p e d  Libranam of 5 ~ e  goal of the document is to "influence the 
the Zlst Centdry. "The 2lst  century is a . curricium of library arrd irfomation sci- 
very long time. It's IOC years!" Robbins ence programs." There are a number of ways 
ta accomplish this. Some exampies are: 
create an active program in which prac- 
Wnght b Assistant Editoc Speciai Librmes Associaton, Washington, DC She m q  be etioners work with sp~dents and student 
reached via the Internet at; sman@sla. org. groups; 
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volunteer to participate in library and information science pro- 
grams and takiig interns; 
work with the Committee on Accreditation. 
AU of these are responsibilities of each and every member of the as- 
sociation. Not only do the practitioners have these responsibilities, 
but the schools and the LIS programs do as well in order to make 
this partnership successful. For example, LIS schools must have an 
obligation to ongoing curriculum review. In order to make sure stu- 
dents are prepared to work in the field, educators must be certain 
the curriculum they are following includes the most cutting-edge 
information. Educators also need to provide venues where profes- 
sionals are given the opportunity to work with students in order to 
provide them with practical examples and hands-or, techniques. On 
the flip side, it is mandatory that faculty work with professional as- 
sociations in the library and information science arena. 
;'I feel the best part of the statement is its commitment to lifelong 
learning," said Roper. "Change IS certain-therefore we need to treat 
the document as a work in progress." 
Dr. Toni Carbo was the final speaker at the meeting. She ex- 
pressed that the document is good and quite helpful. She especially 
liked the professional and personal balance included in the docu- 
ment. One suggestion she makes for the more detailed statement is 
to emphasize the increasingly multicultural society. She would also 
Iike to see more on electronic media, accountability and shrinking 
resources, and the new work order. 
One aspec of the special library that Carbo addressed is "the 
movement toward customized service for each user and potential 
user. The new technology allows us to do this." Special librarians 
need to harness this power and create 'just-for-you' libraries. 
In order for the partnership between practitioners and educators 
to flourish, LIS curriculum need to offer courses that provide 
enough information on managing archives and electronic records, 
business and management aspects, and promoting the libraries val- 
ue. The Competencies document is a great way to begin this pro- 
cess, but it mdst be a "cooperative venture with colleagues and em- 
ployees. We have to make sure that we are making the right things 
happen," she said. 
SLA President Sylvia Piggott summarized the day's events 
agreeing with all of the suggestions of the speakers: 
Competencies for Special Librarians of the 2ls t  CenhrrJ is a 
valuable document; 
the competencies only address the "dawn" of the century- 
change is imminent; 
schools should involve associations in ongoing review in order 
for the Competenaes to succeed; 
we need to recognize that we are a multicultural society. 
In all, tne Competencies document illustrates the strong need for 
partnerships. It is tine responsibility of every librarian in the field to 
make sure the Competenciesfir Special Librarians ofthe Zlst Cen- 
h q  serves as a working model for the challenges we face in the 
upcoming years. 
More information on Competenciesfor S p e d  Librarians of the 
Zlst Centruy can be found on SLA's Web site at www.sla.org. 8 
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In the Washiwon 
Post; EmpIoyrnent Ad- 
verlkiing Supplemet, 
Sunday, January 12, 
1997, SLA board mem- 
ber, Stephen Abram 
was interviewed for a a. 
piece, TKOs: The Next 
Incarnation of CIO's" written by Gene KO- 
prowski heralding the need for the corporate 
CIO, Chief Information Officer, concentrating 
on information technology, to evolve into, or 
work in cooperation with the CKO, Chief 
Knowledge Officer who is more focused on 
knowledge management. 
"Knowledge management is a business and less on the workflow, decision aids, the Editorial Division of the Ft. Lauderdale 
process," says Walter Kiechel, editor of and the information, as it applies to the Sun-Sentinel. For Sentinel staffers this is 
Management Update, a sister publication of creation of knowledge. They end up get- the company's Academy Award. 
the Harvard Business Review, published by ting buried in the mess that is networking, A shocked Isaacs was formally present- 
Harvard Business School Publishing. In the TCPfIP and the Web. They're so buried in ed with this award by the Sun-Sentinel 
fhture, it is estimated that this process will getting this built it is like constructing a Co.3 President Scott Smith this past Janu- 
likely fall on t3e CIO in most organizations. building and not caring what is inside it. ary. The recipients of this award were hon- 
In others, however, a new position of CKO But companies need people with informa- ored at a festive banquet amid much food 
may be developed to coordinate such tasks. tion access and categorization skills. and libations, at the Post Museum of Per- 
Kiechel and Eric W, Stein, associate profes- They're focused on shaping data into in- forming Arts on January 27. 
sor of management, science and informa- formation for strategic purposes." Isaacs' award plaque describes him as 
tion systems at Penn State University, have In coming years, it is reported a shift a "consummate team player" who has 
a definite set of skills in mind for this new from the CIO to CKO is expected to either "worked tirelessly" and is a "national 
position. Many experts think library sci- force a change in the role of the CIO or place treasure." He believes "it is most impor- 
ence skills will come in handy, and believe CKOs in senior decision-making positions tant to be proactive and an advocate for 
those with master's degrees in library sci- in their organizations. your department at all levels of manage- 
ence wilI emerge as players on the corpo- ment within your company." 
rate strategy scene in the coming years. Bob kaXs Awarded Excetlence Isaacs, Editorial Research Manager, has 
Stein observes the &end toward creat- fi3 !&I?X?ge~ent Award been with the Sun-Sentinel for 14 years. 
ing CKOs is just in the embryonic stage, Members of SLA's News Division sent His career path has also graced the news li- 
but adds there are a few people already in us this excellent release regarding a very braries of the Winston-Salem Journal & 
these positions, among them Mr. Abram, special award for SLA member Bob Isaacs. Sentine4 Orlando Sentinel and Greensboro 
director, corporate and new information, We in the News Division have always rec- Daily News. 
Micromedia, Ltd., Toronto. "Organizations ognized Bob Isaacs as a leader, mentor and 
have the technology to facilitate decision major contributor to news librarianship. A Dedicafion of Note 
making but decision making needs to be His vision has helped shape our profes- In a book review of Eric Braun's Inter- 
facilitated by knowledge," says Abram. sion. Bob is the recipient of the presti- net Directory v.2.0, the reviewer quotes 
"CIOs tend to be focused on the software, gious Excellence in Management Award for Braun who partially dedicated the book to 
"every librarian there ever was, because 
since I took on the crazy job of trying to 
For more iflomation on "Public Relations Outlook, " or to contribute to the column, please categorize the Internet, I have come to re- 
contact jenny& Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 634;fm: 1-202-265-931E Internet;. gard them and their job with a not insignif- 
jenni-s@sla. 0%. PPme be sure to include complete ci'taaons with each submission. icant amount of awe." % 
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latest advancements in the field. SLA pro- to help information professionals at all lev- 
grams have earned an excellent reputation els spot copyright problems, evaluate new 
among Iibrary and corporate managers and technoiogy as it affects copyright, and con- 
are recognized as a primary source for con- sider copyright policies for organizations. If 
tinuing education. At this year's annual you wou!d like to gain an understanding of 
conference, June 7-12 in Seattle, WA, the the principles of records and information 
department wiII be offering 20 SLA spon- aanagement using integrated information 
sored continuing education (CE) courses. In services, thec "The Corporate Memory: 
addition, divisions will offer a wide array of Managing Internal Information" may be the 
specialized CE courses. course you are iooking for. AiternativeIy, 
: If you are looking to refine your Iibrary "Creating an Information Audit" wiil teach 
SLA's professional development pro- . management skills, SLA has six courses . information professionals how to create and 
grams are key to developing and shaping from which you may choose. "Copyright - sonduct an information audit and ~viil fea- 
the skills necessary to stay abreast of the . Law in the Age of Technoiogy" is designed . ture a "hands-on" exercise in which paxtici- 
pants will create an information mdit sur- 
vey instrument for their informatioc servic- 
es operations. We will a h  be offering a 
course titled, "Functionai Space Planning 
Evaluation for Libraries and Business infor- 
mation Centers," which will assist librarians 
in designing a facility to meet research-spe- 
cific needs. Finally. "On Your Own But Not 
Alone: Management for the One Person Li- 
brary" will give you an overview of the ba- 
sic management techniques for solo Ebrari- 
ans and "Reference Triage: The Fine Art of 
Question Handling" will help you under- 
stand the steps invclived in warking wit? 
the client to clarify the reference question 
and constructing an appropriate strategy for 
tackling the question. 
For special librarians who would 'jke more 
background in the area of finance, we will be 
offering two courses in this category. "Eudget 
Preparation and Management in Special I- 
Sraries" will provide information profession- 
als with the fundaenLds of budget prepara- 
tion and managemerx with hands-on applica- 
tions relevant to libraries. Lq addition, o:x 
"Outsourcing" course will demystify whzt 
outsourcing is ar:d what it can be. 
Many special librarians are interested in 
further developing their management md 
marketing skills. For those of you who find 
that you are involved in negotiation as part 
For more infortnation on ' ' ~e s s ionu i  Development Outlook, " please contact Valerie Taylor of your job, "The Art of Negotiation: A 
a& 1 -202-234-4700, ext. 61 ?;fax: 1 -202-265-931 T Internet: ~aien'e@siu, org. Toolkit for Special Librarians" d l  introduce 
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you to the theory of negotiation as well as including the identification of critical fac- that make Web sites superior and effective. 
the anatomy of power and the anthropology tors for successful change, ways to manage There will also be t ~ o  specialized technical 
of work space. "Benchmarking for Strategic resistance to change, and how to increase courses, &CD-ROM and Other Database Ac- 
Performance Improvement" will help infor- the level of support for strategic decisions. In cess via LAKs, WANs, and NETS," a semi- 
mation professionals learn how to establish addition, "Coaches Corner: Leadership Skills nar presenting various options for distribut- 
a point of reference in the library to in- and Techniquesn will give library leaders, ing information to users, and "Introduction 
crease productivity, improve customer ser- managers, and supervisors the chance to to Library Imaging and Images Systems" 
vice, and reduce operating costs. If you are openly discuss the challenges uppermost in will bring information professionals up to 
responsible for conducting training ses- their minds and develop solutions. date on the benefits and implications of im- 
sions, you can learn an eight step planning With the rapid changes in the technolo- aging systems. Additionally, we will offer 
process that will help you design your gy landscape, the Professional Development "Building the Corporate Intranet Knowledge 
training sessions to be more effective Department wili provide members with Center" to information professionals who 
through our course titled, "How to Make many opportunities to keep abreast of the would like a foundation in the management 
Your Training Sessions Come Alive." As the latest technical developments. There will be issues and technology considerations that 
library's role changes among new technolo- two courses focusing specifically on the play an integral role in building and main- 
gies, you can learn the most effective ways World Wide Web. "Introduction to the taining an organization's Intranet. 
to communicate information about your fa- World Wide Web for Special Librarians" is The annual conference CE courses spon- 
cility with users and non-users in "Commu- an introductory workshop designed to fa- sored by the Professional Development De- 
nicating With Your Customers." mdiarize special librarians with the wealth partment offer something for everyone. 
At this year's conference, we will also of resources available on this component of Space is limited for all courses, so register 
feature two courses designed to develop the Internet. For those of you who are ac- today! You may contact the Professional 
leadership skills. "Implementing Change" tively involved in developing your Iibrary's Development Department for more details 
will provide participants with insights for es- or organization's Web sites, "The Seven on any of the courses and a registration 
tablishing and managing complex human Keys to Highly Effective Web Sites" will form at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 649; Inter- 
componenrs of change in the workplace, provide you with insights into the factors net: valerie@sla.org. % 
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April 17, 1997 is International Specid 6 The g&~esaX p~biic's dxmeness sf 
Librarians Day (ISLD). This is an annual &be pfesskm, A long-term project, 
opportunity for information professionals but one that is worth the time and 
worldwide to express pride in their work effort. The role of the special librari- 
and promote their value to colleagues, em- an is not understood by the average 
ployers, legislators, the general public - person. Establishing a positive pub- 
just about anyone who is willing to listen! lic perception can change that and, 
The goal of the celebration is to increase ultimately, make the goals of the 
awareness of the crucial role special librari- profession more widely known and 
ans play in our global society. However, a easier to accomplish. 
tageted approach to "spreading the word" If these are our priorities, then we 
will produce more successful resuIts than a must seek out ways to communicate 
mere "shotgun" approach our specific goals and needs to our tar- 
LIBVARIANS DAY 
in partnership with EXIS". NEXIS 
SLA staff has been working to promote geted audiences: our clients, government resource center to learn more about the ser- 
observance of ISLD by communicating with officials, and the general public. Based on vices you provide t~ your clients. If you 
government officials and media contacts, these audiences, a simple grassroots lobby- have more time, write letters to these same 
and engaging in other promotional efforts. ing campaign would probably have the people. The written word will have a more 
But you, as an SLA member, can have a greatest impact. Here are some simple steps lasting impact. If ym cal? educate one gov- 
greater, more direct impact on the success you can use to achieve our goals: ernment representative about the needs of 
of this campaign. You are closer to Qe peo- Step One: Raise the general awareness information professionals today, you've es- 
ple who can affect your career, in particular, of your colleagues and/or employers re- tablished a relationship that will benefit 
and the profession, in general. Why not garding your services and how they relate your profession in the future. 
make the most of it? to the success of the organization, It's too Sup %r.er: Communicate the impor- 
If our goal for ISLD is to increase aware- easy (and extremely foolish) for a11 of us to tance of ISLD to Iocal news and media out- 
ness, what is the best method for achieving do our jobs and assume that those we serve lets. Let them know how the profession irn- 
it? Let's look at the specifics. Our profes- will automatically value our existence. BY pacts  he success of our public iibraries, uni- 
sion should be looking for changes in: distributing flyers, submitting an article for versities, governments, research organiza- 
the organization's newsletter, or hosting an iions, and companies. Invite reporters to tour 
3% ogamplzaaonal perceptiorrs of open house in celebration of ISLD, you can your iibray or infor~ation resource center. 
special librarians. Senior managers and provide excellent oppomnities to market Coordinate efforts with your organization's 
even many rank and file employees of- your services to the people who count- public relations department. %ey may be 
ten fail to recognize that their special li- your clients. wilIirIg to do the work for you. If not, you 
brarians reduce their work load and ac- %I:ep ?wg: Educate your elected leaders zan estabiish yet another relationship that 
tually improve the organization's bottom and other government officials. This can be could be of assistance dowr, the road. 
line. This must change! achieved through a variety of ways. The Even if you are only able to accomplish 
Goverm~erar pdicies affestirrg t3:lne quickest and easiest option is to pick up the one of these goals in observing Interna- 
prufe'essiua. While we must all work phone and call your legislators, your mayor, tional Special Librarians Day, every effort 
continually to monitor government ac- or your governor. Ask to speak to the staff- makes strides in promoting your profes- 
tivity that affects information policy, er who handles information policy, Share sion and ensuring that your value is recog- 
there is no better time than ISLD to with that person the importance of ISLD to nized by your clients. The most important 
make our concerns known to our elect- your profession. Invite government officials thing to remember is that International 
ed officials. or staff to visit your library or information Special Librarians Day wII1 have little no 
effect unless special librarians are ozt 
there expiaining why such a day exists! 
For more infomation on Government Relations Outlook, or to contribute to the column, Take time to make it a speciai day for you. 
please contact John Crosby at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 629; fa: 2-202-265-9315 And remember-SLA staff is always avxi- 
Internet: john-c@sla, org. zble to help. 8 
I want to share two of the most frequent- 
ly asked questions I have received during 
the three years I have been SLA's Beasurer: 
I) Why do 1 pqy dues to the headpmers? 
2) What is the source offindirgfor my 
chapter and di~sion actzctzvilies? 
The annual dues payments are collected 
by the headquarters staff for a few rea- 
sons. Special Libraries Association, includ- 
ing its units (chapters, divisions, sections, 
caucuses, committees, and student 
groups), has been classified as a single en- 
tity by the State of New York {where it is 
incorporated) and by the Internal Revenue 
Service (which determines its tax status). 
Havjng members make payments to the 
headquarters and the various units could 
be construed by either of these two gov- 
erning bodies in a negative light which 
could jeopardize SLA's valuable single-en- 
tity tax exemption. In addition, having 
each unit carry the responsibility for 
collecting dues and fees would be ineffi- 
cient and burdensome to the unit officers 
and the individual members. SLA prides it- 
self on the high marks it receives from in- 
dependent benchmarking studies for being 
run both effectively and efficiently. 
The funding of the unit activities is de- 
rived from various sources. These are dues 
and fees, non-dues revenue, grants, and 
association-leveI budget requests. In accor- 
dance with the association's bylaws, each 
unit of the association is provided an annu- 
al dues allotment based on the number of 
members on the units' membership rosters 
at the end of each year. Chapters are allot- 
ted $10.00 for each member; divisions are 
allotted $8.60 for each member; caucuses 
are allotted $5.00 for each member; and 
student groups and committees are allotted 
$100.00 each. The intent of the annual al- 
lotment is to support the goals specific to 
each unit. Just as the association develops 
By Donna Scheeder. Scheeder is achang chi& Congressional Reference Division, Librag of 
Congress, F~ou m e  i@umatzon on 'Wonty MffTters, * or to conm3ute to the column, please 
direct your questions andlor comments to Donna Scheeder at: 1-202-707-8939 or 
&cheeder@us. loc,gov. 
and maintains non-dues revenue to supple- 
ment the dues income, so do many units. 
The most common non-dues revenue 
sources for the units include meeting, pro- 
gram, and educational registrations; publi- 
cation sales and advertising; corporate 
sponsorships; and investment earnings. 
Further, units may apply for Special Pro- 
grams grants for the funding of projects 
that will provide benefit@) to a cross-sec- 
tion of the membership. Each unit is also 
given the opportunity to request additional 
funds from the SLA Board of Directors each 
August to be built into tne association's op- 
erating budget. 
The findings from the 1996 Membership 
Super Survey indicate that SLA's members 
continue to place significant value on the 
ability of the associaiion to provide prod- 
ucts and services to the membership as a 
whole and to the units to provide products 
and services specific to the needs of t he 
units' members. As SLA's Treasurer, I can 
assure you that the Board of Directors, Fi- 
nance Comnittee, and staff continually ex- 
amine, develop, and fine-tune the funding 
sources available at the association and 
unit levels. 8 
One Size 
Doesn't 
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by R. Anders Schneiderman, Ph.D, 
A recent article in Business Week, '"as 
The Net Hit The Wall," complained thatit is 
getting harder and harder to find anything 
on the Net. One solution that holds great 
gromise, they said, is using artificial intelli- 
gence to catalog the Web. 
Meanwhile, back at the lab, scientists 
were finding that this was easier said than 
done. The National Center for Supercornput- 
ing Applications (NCSA), the people who 
brought us the first popular software for 
creating and browsing the World Wide Web, 
tackled a relatively small collection of doc%- 
ments (10 million abstracts from an engi- 
neering library). But even this smal! set 
overwhelmed their powerful workstation 
computers; eventually, they had to run their 
programs on a massive supercomputer for 
four days. 
NCSA's experience Is a good reminder of 
one of the central problems with the Inter- 
net. Most of us think of iibraries as quaint, 
antiquated places, home of "Marion the L4- 
brarian." The reality is that librarians have 
a lot to offer the Information Age. Librari- 
ans has been managing complex informa- 
tion for over 200 years. If we were smart, 
we'd let librarians rule the Net. 
- 
Schneiderman kJom Propyessive Communications is Berkelg, CA. He m q  be reached via mation sometimes disappears off the Web 
the Internet at: pcomm@~,netcom.com. f i i s  article was sl&htly revised and reprintedjorn without a trace. Librarians have spent years 
E-NODE, afree month& Internet newsletter jvol-2, no. 4. September 5, 1996). For more handling these and other complex probiems 
infomzation on E-NODE, see www, &c.or&-nodeL 5iat arise when managing large archives of 
Let's start with the issue of searching. Given how quickly the Web grew, no 
Until recently, conrputer scientists argued systen: of cat&oging would have wofled 
ihzt the best way to sear& for information perfectly. But if lf~rarians had been in 
on the Web was by using keyword searciq- charge, they would have insisted that every 
ing-type in a word or two and the comput Web author have access to shpie  programs 
e: searches documents for them. Bilt key- that helped them briefly catalog any dccu- 
word searching often fails miserably. if Trn ment or collection of documents they put up 
interested in poems about love, what do I on the Web. That way, every document 
search for? If I simpy searched fo: “!eve," I wwld have at least 'seen identified by au- 
would miss many famous love poems. If - thor, title, date, and a subject heading ac- 
I'm interested in housing policy, I have the . cording to at least one standard schema of 
opposite problem-<here is no easy way to categorization. It wouldn't: have been as ac- 
distinguish between government housing m a t e  as standard library card catalogs: but 
policy, campus dorm housing policy, ads for it would have given us a fighting chance of 
housing, and detaiied housing codes. Clear- . 3nding the information we reaEy need no 
ly, keyword searching isn't enough. Infor- matter how vast the Web becomes. 
mation needs to be catalog~ed. There are a number of similar Issues 
As librarians know h m  ycars of experi- where librarians would hzve saved us from 
ence, cataloging information is a tricky busi- . pain and suffering. For exampie, one of the 
ness. If i'm interested in information about really irritathg aspects of the Web is that if 
ancient Egypt, the k i d  of information I'd someone moves theix Web, there is :lo easy 
want to search can differ greatly. A chiid, an way to fmd it. This is because it never oc- 
adult who wants a quick overview, an Egyp- - curred to the Web's creators that documents 
tologist, and an anthropologist have very dif- . might move and so they didn't put in a way 
ferent needs. And as NCSA learned the hard , to keep track of them. Nor did it occur to 
way, computers aren't very good at: cataloging them that some system of coEaboration was 
information even when the information, in . needed to ensure that if the owner of a fre- 
the case of engineering, is already quite spe- quently used Web site could no longer pro- 
cialized. If we're going to catalog the Web, vide access ;e.g., because they had left a 
people will have to do the bulk of the work. university where they could freely house the 
site) another Web site would house the CO!- 
lection. As a result, extremely valuabie infor- 
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infomation over time, and their experience Libraries work because they are allowed to will rise to its true potential is if librarians 
would have been invaluable if computer sci- freely lend out books and other items they become an integral part of the discussion of 
entists has beep, smart enough to use it. have purchased. However, on the world the Net's future. In the meantime, we need 
Perhaps the most tragic aspect of hav- Wide Web, if you make one copy freely to fight to make sure that libraries sunive 
ing computer scientists, rather than Iibrari- available, you've essentially made millions and thrive in the new Information Age, and 
ans, rule the Net is a result of the differ- of free copies. Not surprisingly, the publish- we need to start giving librarians the re- 
ences between the cultures of these two ing industry wants to radically restrict "fair spect they are due. 
professions. Both believe in providing in- use," outlawing making any freely avail- Special thanks to Karen Coyle, University 
formation for free, but they do so using able copies. Some of the industry's favorite of California librarian and head of the Ber- 
very different methods. proposals are probably unworkable, as they keley Chapter for Computer Professionals for 
Computer programmers operate by what would essentially make Web surfing illegal: Social Responsibility (CPSR). Coyle is one of 
we might call the "Treehouse" ethic of shar- some go so far as to define viewing a Web the smartest people around on issues related 
ing. The Net contains a wealth of computer page as "copying." But even some of the to libraries, information, and the Net, and 
resources-programming languages, pro- more moderate proposals could devastate li- she's responsible for completely changing 
grams, Frequently Answered Question braries' ability to serve the public as more my understanding of what libraries are all 
(FAQ) lists-that are free for the taking. and more information moves online. about. To learn more, visit her Web site at 
But at the same time, there is no sense that In the long run, the only way the Net www.dla.ucop.edu/-keci. 8 
everyone should have the right to join the 
club. In fact, programmers often have a cer- 
tain amounL of disdain for those who can't 
play by their rules. 
Computer culture is also laced with the 
attitude of, "I'll do what I want and tough 
luck if you don't Iike it." The people deciding 
whose needs get served by software that's 
given away for free are: for the m9st part, 
programmers who are fortunate enough to 
have the time and the freedom to putter 
around (the people, as a friend who's a sec- 
retary pointed out, who do not have to worry 
about having their keystrokes monitored at 
work.) As a result, the Internet tends to be 
driven by their desire for the cooiest toys 
rather than by the needs of most people. 
Libraries, in contrast, are built around 
the idea that chey need to serve everyone. 
Instead of focusing on the latest toys, they 
focus on resources that everyone will be 
able to use, and they strongly believe in en- 
suring universal access. In short, libraries 
are based on a culture that says that knowl- 
edge and information must be available to 
everyone if our democracy is to survive. 
Computer science types occasionally make 
grandiose statements about helping hu- 
manity; librarians actually try to do it. 
Unfortunately, far from being in charge 
of the rapidly expanding Net, libraries and 
librarians are simply struggling to survive. 
While the Federal government pours mil- 
lions into questionable experiments with 
"digital libraries," funding for libraries con- 
tinues to suffer. 
The Net also poses a direct threat to li- 
braries through the battle over "fair use." 
Doing Qualitative Resea~h wr the lntem 
An information PractitionerL Vie 
A few years ago, James Matarazzo wrote 
about research needs and issues in special 
librarianship. He inferred that corporate li- 
brarians invariably choose not to publish or 
do research because they receive very little 
recognition or monetary reward for their ef- 
forts. Irene Hoadley, in the same book, as- 
serted that research was part of the fabric 
of librarianship, but some of the obstacles 
were lack of time, institutional funding or 
support, and expertise. 
Not long ago, I was invited to write a 
chapter on personnel issues in a book titled 
h4anq.g~ Business Collections in Libraries, 
Concerned that it could consume much 
work time as well as personal time, I asked 
my editor to assign a co-author. She wisely 
selected a practitioner who had already 
published a book about library support staff 
development. As business librarians, both 
of us knew key secondary sources for de- 
fining personnel terms and functionalities. 
But we also wanted to test a hypothesis 
about business library managers' treatment 
of personnel issues. Were these managers 
diierent from peers in their organizations 
who managed other functional areas, such 
as marketing or external relations? We 
agreed to conduct a survey, but utilized the 
Internet as our communication tool since 
neither one of us had much in institutional 
funds. SLABF-L, SLA's Business & Finance 
Division Iistserv, was our main vehicle-ai- 
though we also obtained names of business 
librarians from contacts we had. 
In all, we selected 12 people from aca- 
demic, public, and corporate libraries. Be- 
cause personnel management is a very 
sensitive area, we promised anonymity to 
those who answered the survey consisting 
of 26 questions which we sent via e-mail. 
The answers were then faxed or mailed 
back to us. One person was interviewed 
persondy, We quoted only those who gave 
their permission to share their novel ideas 
or who succinctly described terms better 
than we could. 
Fomnately, my co-au- 
thor and I were able to 
meet over a weekend to 
put together [he sections we 
had written in a coherent fashion. We wen 
not terribly surprised by the results--most 
business library managers tend to treat their 
information centers as business units just 
like other functional managers. They don't 
feel the need to know everything about per- 
sonnel regulations. Instead, they rely on per- 
sonnel departments. We were very im- 
pressed by some of the thoughtful comments 
that we felt could display trends in library 
career ladders and illuminate issues about 
certification within the association. Since we 
chose to research in qualitative method, we 
did not employ statistical packages when 
messaging the data. Instead, we just report- 
ed and interpreted the results. By the time 
we had our finished product, u7e had 
learned much about our research material 
and interests. 
As a practitioner, there are many bene- 
fits to conducting research over the Inter- 
net. By meeting people virtually, the partici- 
pant is at ease when answering the ques- 
tions probing for their insights and percep- 
tions. The survey respondents have more 
by Rebecca A. Smith. Smith is manager ofrtykrence S~TYICRS, West Carnpw Libraiy, Texas 
A & M Universify, College Station, E, and a member qf SMs Research Cummigee. She mcp 
be reached vlb the Intemet at: rebecca-smith@tamu.edu. For more information on 'findings: 
Research and Your Bottom Line, " or to contn'bute to the column, please contact Liana Sqyer 
at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 615; fm: 1-202-265-931E Internet: lirnaOs2a.org. 
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control over what they answer ir, the ques- 
tionnaire. Primary research gives one soh- 
tions to bring back to the institution, or in 
my case, a future position. I now manage a 
learn of reference professionals. Some mar;,- 
agers in our survey have become virtual 
colleagues that I can e-mail when i am 
seeking support for an hitiative or when I 
need outside infcrmation. 
Last summer, Marketing Research re- 
ported on trends in qualitative research. 
The Internet is becoming trendy as it is 
cost-effective and flexible. given the sheer 
volume of people who are now using infor- 
mation utilities at flat rates, swh  as Ameri- 
m Online users. It is important, however, to 
keep your research focused and to target 
the appropriate groups. 
Perhaps with the Internet, more infor- 
mation practitioners in SLA could perform 
interesting research at little cost to the or- 
ganization. :sing qualitative research can 
be interpreted in a variety of ways. Howev- 
er, as a general rule of thumb, this re- 
search should not be utilized as competi- 
tive intelligence but rather as a bench- 
marking or decision-making too!, just as in 
marketing research companies. Because 
one does not necessaxily have to run quali- 
tative data in a statisticai package: the re- 
search takes less time. If a new idea works 
in the delivery of your services: tine organi- 
zation benefits as well. ,-v ~4 
Know It AIL 
Which of our competitors 
are in the news today? 
What's been written lately 
about consumer debt? 
Were there any deveiopments 
while f was out of town? 
What are the financial profiles 
on these ten companies? 
How's our portfolio doing? 
Go online with DW Jones NewslRetrieval 
and get fast answers to tough business questions. 
It's true. This award-winning service--now with remarkably simple software-puts you literally 
three mouse-clicks from virtuany any business information. Thousands of sources of news, 
plus stock quotes, company and industry data, and information on virtually any 
business topic imaginable. All logically organized so you can find the answers you need fast. 
Call and find out for yourself, If you don't agree, just cancel. There's no obligation. 
And learn how Dow Jones NewdRetrieval can help you find 
the answers to  business questions faster than ever. / News/Retrieuala 
CX996 Dow ones & Company, lnc. NR-647 
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STAR Web interface, you can offervfully interact&, 
"statev-aware assisted and expert searching of your 
databases - on the Internet and intranets - using 
standard browsers. 
Web pages made easy. 
Without needing to become HTML experts, admin- 
istrators can easily customize Web sessions provid- 
ed with the STAR/Libraries application package or 
design their own, from menus and search pages to 
reports and hypertext links/order forms, 
More than just input forms. 
You can give your users more than "menu, menu, 
click, click" and more than just keyword searching 
in a single input box. With STAR, you can offer 
users a variety of assisted and expert search pages 
designed just right for your database content and 
users. 
Expert and novice searchers alike will become sat- 
isfied users when they can easily explore your data- 
bases and find what they're looking for! 
More than just a "back" key. 
STAR remembers what users enter and select, so 
they can automatically paste selected terms from 
an index display into a search textbox and execute 
an already fully formed search expression with 
only one click. 
And, STAR rernern- 
bers users9 check- 
box se lec t ions  
when they want 
to place orders or 
request services. 
Mare thm a 
tibrary system. 
STAR gives you th 
possible OPAC, and 
Libraries gives you the  
best Windows-based prod- 
uct for managing yo&- collections and processes. 
And, with other ready-to-use information manage- 
ment solutions - for images, fuli-text, archives, and 
records - you'ii have the right software to move 
your library and organization into the 21st century. 
Don't settje for jess.There's just one choice. 
CUADRA ASSOCIATES, INC. 
1 1835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 855 Los Angeies, CA 90064 
(3 10) 478-0066 & (800) 366- 1390 Fax (3 lo) 477- 1078 
e-mail: sales@cuadra.com * internet: www.cuadra.com 
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f W  %"%easy$ Life, PoIitical Humor, Men 6t Women, and Amtrak to SLA's annual conference every 
This month's column features Web sites of course, Dirty Jokes. year. "This year getting to Seattle from my 
and e-mail lists that SLA members use for home in North Carolina will be a challenge." 
hobbies, leisure, and relaxation-activities Eatin Skladanowski used Arntrak's Web page to 
outside of work just for fun. In February, I Jan Management help design his trip and recommends VIA 
posted a query on several SLA mailing Associates loves :he "Cocktail" column at Rail's Canada's Passenger Train ?jetworkm 
lists asking members to tell me what they Hotwired. The site not only provides a for anyone wanting to get to ~eattle by way 
do on the Internet after hours, and over 30 cocktail of the week, it gives the recipe, and of Canada. Two sites which are the starting 
of you responded, I've gouped these re- several historical and trivial facts. Tudor place for most of Skladanowski's Internet 
plies into topics to pique your interest, as downloads the icformation, then goes to excursions are the Cyberspace World Rail- 
well as to showcase member interests and the liquor store to buy the necessary ingre- road page and the Directory of World Wide 
avocations that are enhanced by the Inter- dients. Every Friday, she and her husband Rail Sites. 
net. SLA members are indeed a diverse mix the cocktail and read about its history. For travel planning in Europe, Milt Tern- 
group, with eclectic interests and talents Their latest libation was the "Zombie." berg recommends Rick Steves' Europe 
that I am pleased to share with you here Milt Ternberg, business librarian at UC Through tF:e Back Door (ETBD) and Mercu- 
"On the Net." Berkeley, and Susan Herzog both recom- rio: The European Raiiway Site. ETBD has 
mend Epicurious for its recipes from Bun scripts to the "Travels in Europe with Rick 
AppeLit and Goumzet magazines. This is a Steves" public television travel series, plus 
After a hard day at the office, it's time to great site for cooks and people who love country-by-country information. 
lighten up a bit. If you can't change things food. A search on "artichoke," for example, 
at work, at least you can laugh about them, yielded 31 recipes from issues of Gourmet sbbirte and Pastimes 
Susan Herzog, librarian at Telephonics Cor- back to 1990. Ternberg also suggested The One significant benefit of the Internet is 
poration, recommends comic strips Sylvia, Internet Chef "an electronic archive dedicat- that it reduces geographical distance, bring- 
Cathy, and The Dilbert Zone. She also en- ed to the worship of food." Debora Clem, a ing people with like interests together elec- 
dorses Women's Web Magazine and Wom- new SLA member and solo librarian at the tronically regardless of where they live. 
en's Wire, as well as Mother Jones and Unre Tennessee Aquanum, likes the recipes on This is evident in the rich assortment of 
Reader magazine's Cafe Utne, an online the Food Network home page. Web sites that cater to our hobbies and pas- 
meeting place providing over 40 different times, no matter how specialized or narrow- 
discussion conferences. Pfanes and pains ly focused. Here are some sites frequented 
Linda Fair sent me a sample issue of Internet travel sites are popular with by SLA colleagues: 
T2e Internet TQurbus e-newsletter, a breezy, SLA members planning trips, vacations, or Textfie ms :  Quilter Debora Clem writes 
somewhat whimsical "tour of some of the othenvise. Carole MyIes, manager of US. that some of her favorite sites are The Fab- 
neatest sites on the Internet," written by Customer Relations at Silverplatter Informa- ric Stash, a great place for chatting and or- 
Bob Rankin and Patrick Douglas Crispin- tion, uses Microsoft's Expedia Travel Ser- dering fabric online; Planet Patchwork, 
the latter a self-described 11th-year senior vices to find the cheapest routes. "The which is fun for mystery quilts and more; 
at the University of Alabama. The January beauty of this," she reports, "is that you That Patchwork Place, a publisher of quilt- 
8, 1997 issue included the Virtual "Tickle don't have to book through Expedia but can ing books; and the World Wide Quilting 
Me Elmo" Site and Crispin's "Southern use your own travel agency." I personally Page, with "lots of everything" including 
Words of the Day." use Ravelocity and Global OnIine Travel to the winners of the Worst Quilt in the WorId 
For even more jocularity, check out the find the cheapest fares for my daughter's contest. Clem also supports the ABC Quilts 
Oracle Service Humor Archives sent in by flights home from school, and like Myles, Project, an online group devoted to making 
Greta Ober of The Barents Group. The Hy- ask my travel agent to book the flight. quilts for at-risk infants. Barbara Hamilton, 
pertext Humor Archives are subdivided into Rail fan Larry Skladanowski, library manager of information support services at 
categories for easier access, such as Daily manager for Lorillard Tobacco, takes the Institute for Defense Analysis, reads the 
online knitting magazine. 
Collecting: Chevron librarian Frank Lo- 
By Shawn ~!Ad?zet: For more infomation on "On the Net, " or to contribute to the col- pez recommends the Absolut Connection 
umn, please contact Ladner at: 1-305-284-406T Jfau: 1-305-665-7352; Internet;. for collectors of Absolut vodka ads and the 
sZadner@umiami, ir, miami. edu. Sea Turtle Stamps Web site for collectors of 
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turtle items and stamps. An aficionado of "Flyball," Pearson explains, "is a relay race 
rubber stamp mail art, Lopez uses the Rub- with teams of four dogs each running over 
ber Stamp Web Site's directory for supplies. four hurdles, popping a ball out of a spring- 
m e  Baker, librarian at the University of loaded box, and returning over the hurdles 
Illiiois at Chicago and philatelist, provides with the ball." 
links to stamp collecting sites on her per- Gardening: Joanne Marshall, professor 
sonal Web page. of information studies at the University of 
Coin collectors can find a directory to Toronto, loves to garden. Check out some of 
numismatic sites, including local clubs her favorite gzdening sites and photos of 
and government mints around the world Marshall's lovely garden on her home page. 
at the American Numismatic Association's Another gardener, Susan Herzog likes to 
home page. browse GardenNet. 
Regk?nal t k~d t r e  Denise Dodd, librarian 
at Independence Blue Cross, is a stage man- mr%unlfy ~ O M ~ S  
ager for a regional theatre in New Jersey and Martha Studaker, librarian at the Hurley 
serves as its "lnternet link." She uses Web Medial Center, sends virtual bouquets to her 
pages to get information on shows that are friends from the Virtual Florist. Toronto 
being produced, to locate props, and to see Chapter member Mary Cordeiro sends e- 
how other theatre companies handled a cer- mail cards from the Parsons Technology 
tain production. She also belongs to several Card Shop. Cordeiro says she's an avid "old 
discussion lists specific to the technical side style" letter-writer, "but while a lot of those 
of the theatre Dodd reports that they were who receive my letters love to get them, 
havhg troubie finding knives for an upcom- only a few write back." She reports that this 
ing production of Sweeng Todd, so she "put past Christmas she included her e-mail ad- 
it out on the Internet." Within a few hours dress in letters to her friends and family 
had several companies around the U S  that back in the UK, and now those who have e- 
had done the show offering suggestions on mail have started to communicate that way. 
how to make them-some even offered to Tony Hall of Manning 6t Napier Information 
lend her theirs. Senices uses Blue Mountain Arts @ Ani- 
L%~rronuury. Gordon Bertrand, a recent mated Greeting Card Page for sending Java- 
MLIS graduate from Toronto, is an amateur enabled virtual carcs. 
astronomer and collector of astronomy-relat- 
ed Internet resources. Bertrand recommends webbased Genealogy 
Dennis Bishop's FAQ on Telescope Buying My latest after hours time-sink is Web- 
and Usage; Abrams Planetarium Skywaters based genealogy. Introduced fxst to the Ge- 
Diary, a site that maintains a diary of day- neaNet Genealogical Database Network by a 
to-day celestial events, links to printable sky public librarian friend, it wasn't long before 
maps and public access to archived diaries I found astonishingly rich resources on my 
and transcripts; and Dr. Sten Odenwald's family origins in eastern Pennsylvania 
Question Archive, a compendium of qua- through YAHOO! Within a week, I had 
tions and answers "conducted" by Oden- made contact with an amateur genealogist 
wald, a scientist at the Space Sciences Divi- from Lehigh Caunty who sent me a GED- 
sion of the Xaval Research Laboratory, COM file on a mid-1700's immigrant ances- 
through the Aseonomy Cafe Web site. tor. I'll be importing that fde into my new 
Bets arid Spoizs: Jo Pearson, manager Family Tree Maker program just as soon as 
of information services at CMF&Z, owns a I Finish this column! 
Jack Russell Terrier. Pearson's dog Biff won So tonight, leave those files in your 
fourth place in the photo contest sponsored briefcase. Make yourself a Zombie and 
by the Jack Russell Terrier Web site and some artichoke spinach dip, fire up that ol' 
plays flyball, the "fastest growing dog sport computer and ride the Yirtual Tourbus to 
in America." Pearson and Biff like to visit some new and fm places on the Internet. 
the North American Flyball Association And while you're at it, I surely would like a 
Home Page and the home page for her 10- bouquet of virtual flowers-it's been a long, 
cal flyball group, the Hawkeye Hustlers. stressful day at the office. 8 
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tianal sessions, seminars, and announces it will award an In- 
tours and an exhibit hall with formation Science Abstracts Re- 
C ~ l ~ f a d o  lnterlibn 6%3H&, 1987 nearly 500 booths. For more in- search Grant of $1,500 in 1997. 
b a n  C ~ M e ~ f l g e  formation, contact SLRs Con- Tne grant is awarded to one or 
The 28th Annual Cobrado Inter- The Council on Botanical and ferences and Meetings Depart- more information professionals 
library toan ConEerence will take Horticultural Libraries JC3HL) ment at 1-202-234-4700, ext. to conduct a research project 
With a Lif tle 
There's a rock song that goes something 
like " ... I get by with a little help from my 
friends ..." One of the most useful perks 
I've found of being a special librarian is the 
help I get from my friends in SLA-like the 
time I was working in a corporate library 
dealing with nxlear research, space explo- 
ration, and biology. Using our collection, I 
could answer all sorts of questions in those 
science fields. Occasionally, we helped some 
students with science fair projects and felt 
we were doing a good job. Then came a re- 
quest from one of our lab researchers: 
"Could you please get a design workup, 
preferably with blueprints, on the newest 
spy plane the Air Force has?" 
Now hang on fella! That stuff was classi- 
fied, and our company wasn't one of the 
contractors. We had no need to know and no 
way to get that information. Besides, the 
blueprints were classified as top secret. Sorry 
'bout that. Well, he was insistent. If we could 
get him enough information, the company 
could bid and possibly pick up a multimillion 
contract for the next three years. 
AU of a sudden the mental processes 
started. He did say he might not need the 
official blueprints, but something as close 
as possible. Hmmm ... 
I built model axplanes for a whiie and re- 
called an article in an airplane modeling 
magazine about that plane. What's more, to 
help its readers, the article went into much 
detail about the specifics and the diagrams 
were very complete-so complete that an in- 
vestigation was under way to determine how 
the magazine had gotten all of that detail. It 
was quite a story at the time. Now, the ques- 
tion arose: How to get a copy of that maga- 
zine from two years ago? I tried some of the 
usual places and found that my research 
My Friends 
colieagues didn't subscribe 
to airplane modeling maga- 
zines. The pubIic library 
used to have a copy, 
but it was missing. 
Then I called the lo- 
cal high school. 
The librarian had 
it, made a copy of 
the article, and got it to me the next day. 
My researcher u7as pleased, and best of all, the above situations. I told you about the 
we did pick up a contract. lunch. However, returning the favor to the 
Another time, Lie front office called ask- high school was a different story, and the 
ing if we couId get a list of art auctions in topic for another columa. If any of you have 
France, Spain, and the Netherlands taking tales about the help you have received from 
place during the coming summer-particu- colleagues or even people outside the field 
lariy if they concerned the lowland masters. that allowed you to do a special job, let me 
The big guy was going on vacation to Eu- know. It cac appear in a future column. g 
rope and would be in those countries. He 
collected lowland masters paintings and 
wanted to schedule his itinerary around the 
auctions. Once again, our collection 
wouldn't do the trick. I remembered that at 
the last chapter meeting, I met the librarian 
from the art museum downtown. When I 
called, she said that she had a couple of 
listings, but asked if I would like the auc- 
tion catalogs themselves? Well, of course! It 
turns out that she received duplicates of 
many of the catalogs and hadn't thrown 
them out yet. She said she could gather 
them up and meet me the next day. I told 
her to make it lunch-I would buy. 
We had a nke lunch, I picked up both a 
list of auctions and a bunch of auction cata- 
Iogs, and sent them to the front office that af- 
ternoon. They were surprised not only at the 
catalogs, but at the speed with which the in- 
formation was delivered. Nice work, and only 
possible because I attend chapter meetings. 
Of course, there was a payback on both 
- 
by John Pie& Rep is associate directorfor learnirg resources at john Carroll University, 
CZeveIand OH. For more inJonnation on 'Special Libran'ans,"or to conm'bute to the col- 
umn, please contact Piety at: 1-21 6-397-1 706; fa: 1-216-39 7-4256; Internet: 
pie~@jmaxajcu. edu. 
Yes, we h a v e  
self-instructional 
audio-cassette courses  
in languages  f i o m  
Afr ikaans  to Zulu 
a n d  everything i n  
between.  Shor t  courses  
a n d  long courses.  
E a s y  and in-depth. 
We h a v e  been serving 
language learners 
for 2 5  years.  
Cal l  or wri te  for o u r  f ree  
56-page ?Thole World 
Language Catalog. 
- - . -. 
aunmmwmm 
- .- .............................. - 
THELANGUAGESOURCE 
-. . -. .................................. -
Room K403: 96 Broad Street 
Guilford, Connecticut 06437 
1-888-773-2548 fax: 203-453-9774 
e-maii: FX403@audioforum.com 
by Gloria Dinerman 
Whenever an information center falls vic- 
tim to outsourcing, management is declaring 
to the corporate community that library per- 
sonnel are not important to the rest of the cor- 
porate team. Management is saying that it is 
not worth the the money to retain the sraff- 
that an outside service will perform just as 
well. On the contrary, manmanaging a library and : 
being on patron call for everything from pat- 
ents to competitive intelligence demands the 
attention of a professional administrator. Glo- : 
ria Dinerman explores this "angst of outsourc- 
ing" and shares some valid reasons why this 
option is neither wise, cost-efficient, nor prac- 
tical to the well-being and informational sta- 
bility of the parent company. With a detailed 
scenario of her company's interaction with 
contractors, you can be the judge. 
The Pacifc Northwest Chapter of SLA is 
honored to host the 88th annual conference 
in Seattle, WA, June 7-12, 1997. The confer- 
ence theme, "Information Professionals at the 
Crossroads: Change as Opportunity," was 
chosen to reflect the changes facing our pro- 
fession-changes that will bring challenges 
and opportunities. It is a part of the Special 
Libraries Association's commitment to pro- 
viding members and other information spe- 
cialists with the best professional oppomni- 
ties and resources available. Complete with 
photos of Seattle's major sites and attractions, 
members of the Pacific Northwest Chapter 
and SLA's Conferences and Meetings staff 
highhght what will take place at the conven- 
tion and some of what the unique city of Se- 
attle has to offer. They also include informa- 
tion on feature presentations, professional 
development offerings, registration, exhibits, 
and Seattle logistics. If you're planniig on at- : 
tending the conference, read carefully! 
A hlondibaarlan Explains 'Why 
Hibrariand Should Ruk the Net" 
by R. Anders Schneiderman, Ph.D 
Librarians have a Iot to offer the Infor- 
mation Age-they have been managing 
complex information for over 2,000 years. 
They are built around the idea that they 
need to serve everyone. They focus on the 
resources that everyone will be able to use, 
and they strongly believe in universai ac- 
cess. In short, libraries are based on a cul- 
ture that says knowledge and information 
must be available to everyone if our democ- 
racy is to survive. So why aren't these li- 
brarians in charge of the Net? Enfortunate- 
ly, instead of being in charge of this rapidly 
expanding medium, librarians are simply 
struggling to survive. In the long run, tile 
only way the n'et will rise to its true poten- 
tial is if librarians become an integral part 
of the discussion of its future. 
Csmpete~cles Pratamote Partnerships 
by Susan Wright 
At the SLA Winter Meeting heid this 
past January, a panel of three deans shared 
their opinions about the document, Cmpe- 
rencies for Special Librarians of the 21st 
Centuy. Speakers included SLA members, 
Dr. Toni Carbo, dean of the School of Li- 
brary Science at the University of Pitts- 
burgh; Fred Roper, Oean of the School of Li- 
brary Science at Florida State University- 
Tallahassee; and Jane Robbins, dean of the 
School of Libray Science at the Universiy 
of South Carolina. Each speaker shared 
their insight regarding this valuable docu- 
ment as well as thier suggestions for its im- 
provement. Ultimately, the panel agreed 
that the document promotes an on-going 
partnership between practitioners and edu- 
cators in the libraw and information sci- 
ence arena. With this partnership also 
comes the responsibiity of ensuring the 
document serves as a working model for 
the challenges librarians face in the upcom- 
ing years. 
Quand un centre de documentation de- 
vient victime de la dkiocalisatioa, la direc- 
tion declare 6 ia communautC des entre- 
prises qu'en ce qui concerne ies autres 
membres de I'Cquipe de I'entreprise. Ie per- 
sonnei de la bibiiothkque n'est pas fmpor- 
tant. La direction dit que garder ce person- 
nel ne h i  rapporte rien sl un organisme 
externe peut faire ce travaii tout aussi 
bien. Xu contraire, gkrer une bibIiotFque 
et Ctre 2 I'entiQe disposition des cirents 
dans des domaines ailant des brevets aux 
demandes competitives de renseignements 
:equiert Ifattention d'un administrateur 
professionnel. Gloria Dinerman explore (< 
i'angoisse de ia dCIocaIisation B et parrage 
quelques raisons mlables pour lesquelles 
cette option n9est ni avisee ni rentable ni 
pratique pour ie bien et la stabilite infor- 
rnationnelle de ia socikte mere. Vous pour- 
rez en juger vous-mCme par Is scCnar40 
detail16 de la maniere dont sa sociktk et les 
sous-traitants interagissent. 
Le Chapitre Cu Pacifique nord-ouest a 
I'honneur C'a~ccueilIir le 888' Congres anme1 
de la SLA a Seattle (etat de Washington) du 
7 air 12 juin 1997. Ze th&me du congks, (( 
Les professionneis de !'information B un 
carrefour : Ie changement considCr6 con- 
sider& c o m e  cpportuniti )). a ett choisi 
pour refikter les changements qui con- 
frontent notre profession - changements 
qui apporteront des gagemes et des oppor- 
mites.  Cela fait partie de I'engagement de 
llAssociation des bibliothkques spCciaiisCes 
P offrir P ses membres et autres sp&cialistes 
de Pinformation :es meilleures opportunltks 
et ressources dispcnibles. Utilisant une doc- 
umentation complkte qui comprend des 
photos des attractions et sites ies plus im- 
portants de Seattle; les membres du Chapi- 
:re du Pacifique nord-suest et le personnel 
dn congris et des rhnions de la SLA 
mettent en lumihe Ies activirks du congr2s 
et un aperp de ce que cette v8e  incompa- 
rable de Seaae a B offrir. Sont kgalement 
inclus des renseignements sur les %tures 
prksentations, les occasions de perfection- 
nement professionnel. les inscriptions, Ies 
expositions et ccmxent se reperex dans Se- 
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attle. Si vous avez l'intention d'assister au Ba arsgustia de buscar prsonai tide anle. jSi planea asistir a la conferencia, lea 
congres, lisez attentivement! procedencia ajena cuidadosamente! 
por Gloria Dmerman 
nsnm prui !!"Sf piis 
bibfi&hkale expfigue (c tPQuaquof Cuando un centro de informacibn cae El 4Ue no es biMifJW3'b ex~lica 
lfe~ bibliot~caires devraieM l'&jne?r victims de contratar personal de proceden- " P o ? ~ u ~  deben 10s ~lbiio&t2?rio~ 
sur le Net cia ajena, la administraciltn le revela a la contmfar sf Net flnternefj" 
par R. Anders Schneiderman, Ph.D comunidad que el personal de la biblioteca por R. Anders Schneiderman, Bh.D. 
no es importante para el resto del equipo 
Les bibliothkcaires ont beaucoup a offrir empresarial, La administracion esta ~ o s  bibliotecarios tienen much0 que of- 
dans cette ere de l'information: ils gerent diciendo que no vale la pena pagar dinero recer a la Edad de la informacion, han ad- 
des informations complexes depuis plus de por conservar el personal, que un servicio ministrado informaci6n compleja por mis 
2 000 ans. Leur formation est cent& sur ajeno actuara de igual manera. Al contrar- de 2,000 afios. E&in ubicados en la idea 
l'idee W'il leu1 faut servir tout Ie monde, as io, administrar urza biblioteca y estar de que necesitan semir a 10s dem6s. Se enfo- 
se concentrent sur les ressOurces dent tout guardia para 10s clientes para todo desde can en 10s recursos que todos puedan uti- le mOnde POurra se et ils croient fer- patentes has& la inteligencia competitiva lizar, y energicamente creen en accesa uni- 
mement en Brefp Ies blb- exige la atencion de un administrador pro- versal. Es decir, las bibliotecas son basadas 
liotheques reposent sur culrure qui dit fesional. Gloria Dineman explora esta en una culara gue dice que el conocimienm 
si demOcratie doit suMwe' les %ngustia de buscar personal de proceden- y la information tienen que e s m  disponi- eonnaissances et l'infOrmaflon doivent 'ire 
cia ajena" y comparte algunas razones bles para t d o s  si nues&a democracia a de a la disposition de tous. Alors, pourquoi ces 
bibliothecaires ne commandent-ils pas Ie validas por las cuales esta opcion no es ni sobrevivir. ~Entonces porque es que estos 
xet? ~ a l h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  au lieu de diriger ce juiciosa, ni eflciente en coste, ni practice bibliotecarios no estin encargados del Net? 
moyen de communication en expansion Para el bien y la estabilidad de la infor- Desafortunadamente, en vez de estar encar- 
rapide, Ies bibliothCcaires se debattent sim- maci~n de la casa matriz. Con un escenar- gados de este medio expmsivo, 10s bibliok- 
plement pour su~ iv re .  A long krme, la io detallado de su interacciltn con 10s con- carios simplemente esan luchando para so- 
seule manihe de voir le Wet atteindre son tratisbs~ usted ~uedejuzgar. brevivir. A lo largo, la unica maner que el 
veritable potentiel sera d'integrer les biblio- Net se eleve a su verdadero potencial es si 
thkcaires dans ia discussion sur son avenir. to3 pr~fesionak?~ de la infomci6n 10s bibliotecarios se convierten en una pieza 
en una encnucijada: cambia en forma integral de la polkmica sobre su futuro. 
hs %om@e~e%s etBcossri8genl tes dr! oporluniefad- 
pax%enaga%s b 88 gon&~& an& de &i SM se ta aptitud fomenSa Ia a s ~ k i o n  
par Susan Wright Am en Wttk pot Susan Wright 
A la Rkunion d'hiver de la SLA qui a eu 
lieu en janvier dernier, un groupe de trois 
doyens a partage ses opinions sur le docu- 
ment Compemces pour les bibliothicaires 
spkcialsks dti Z l e  sizcle. Les conferenciers 
comptaient des membres de la SLA, le Dr 
Toni Carbo, doyenne de 1'Ecole de bibliothe- 
conomie de l'universite de Pittsburgh; Fred 
Roper, doyen de 1'Ecole de bibliothtconomie 
de l'universite de l'etat de Floride a Talla- 
hassee; et Jane Robbins, doyenne de l'Eco1e 
de bibliotheconomie de I'universite de la 
Caroline du Sud. Chaque confkrencier a 
communiquk son point de vue sur ce docu- 
ment de grande valeur et ses suggestions 
sur la maniere de le perfectionner. Finale- 
ment, le groupe a convenu que le document 
encourage un partenariat continu entre les 
praticiens et les enseignants dans le do- 
maine de la bibliotheconomie et de 
l'informatique. Ce partenariat entraine 
egalement la responsabilite d'assurer que le 
document constitue un modele de travail 
que les bibliothkcaires utiliseront dans les 
annkes a venir quand ils seront confrontes 
par des gageures. 
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The following sketches are of the 1997 
SLA Awards and Elonors winners who will 
be receiving the2 awards during the associa- 
tion's annual conference in Seattle in June 
1997. These recipients were selected by the 
Awards aqd Honors Committee comprised of 
Didi Pancake, chair, Jane Dysart, Judy Field, 
G. Lynn 'l'insley, a d  Dorothy McGxry. 
all of Fame Awn& 
Catherine A, Jaates 
Catherine A. Jones, formerly dlief of the 
Congressional Reference Division of the 
Congressional Research Service at the Li- 
brary of Congress until her death on Janu- 
ary 27, 1995, has been posthumously rec- 
ognized with Special Libraries Association's 
Hall of Fame Award in recognition of her 
unstinting contributions to aJ phases of the 
association. Jones has been extremely ac- 
tive in both the Washington, DC Cl~apter 
and the News Division holding a variety of 
offices and committee appointments in each 
unit. She has also been very active at the 
association level serving on committees 
such as Government Relazions, Finance, 
Nominating, Strategic Planning, and Profes- 
sional Development among others. She 
served as Treasurer of the Association's 
3oard of Directors from 1983-1991. She re- 
ceived the SLA President's Award in 1987 
and was named a Fellow of SLA in 1992. 
John Cottsaa Dana Award 
Sarah M. Wiil~ft 
Sarah K. Wiant, director of the Law Li- 
brary and Professor of Law at Washiiigton 
and Lee University ir, Lexington, VA, has 
been chosen to receive SLA's most presti- 
g'tous honor, Cle john Cotton Dana Award 
in recognition of her outstanding service to 
the association over a period of years in the 
area of copyright issues. In addition to 
serving SLA in many other capacities at the 
chapter and division levels, Wimt has 
worked diligently as an advocate of the 
doctrine of fair use for all types of libraries, 
has served on and chaired SLA's Copyright 
Committee for many years, presented innu- 
merable vaiuanle workshops on copyright 
a ~ . d  compliance issues at all kinds of meet- 
ings ranging from chapter programs to an- 
nual conferences. She has authored many 
articles for SLA publications on copyright, 
and is co-author with Laura N. Gasaway of 
Sibrunes and Copyright: A Guide to Copy- 
right Lav  in the 1990s (Special Libraries 
Association, 01994). 
John Cogon Dana Award 
Charles E Finrmerty 
Charles F. Finnerty. principal/president 
of Designs for Information in New York, NY, 
has been selected to receive the John Cotton 
Dana Award. SLA's most prestigious award 
for his lollg record of work with the associ- 
atian and its members as well as those in 
other professions to improve the design and 
space planning aspects of speciai libraries. 
Finnerty bas been actiT\re for a long time in 
the New York Chapter of SLA, has taught a 
continuing education course on libray 
planning and design at SLA's annual con- 
ference for over 15 years modifying it each 
year to keep up with current trends, and 
makes himself available to attendees for 
private design consultations on their partic- 
ular libraries in return for a donation to 
SLA's Ron Coplen Fund. He has long served 
as a one-man mentoring and support net- 
work for special librarians in the New York 
1s ser- area. Finnerty has also contributed h: 
vices, several times, LO design and update 
the SLA Iibrary in the association's head- 
quarters in Washington, DC. Finally, he 
serves as an ambassador for special librari- 
ans through his relationships with ardli- 
teds, corporate managers, vendors, and 
other professionals, invoMng them in the 
issues of library design. 
President$ Award 
John Mams and Mary Beall 
john Marcus, a market research analyst 
with U.S. Robotics-Network Systems Evi- 
sion in Skokie, IL, and Mary Beall, univer- 
sity librarian at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago, have 'seen chosen to receive SLA's 
President's Award in recognition of their ef- 
forts lo provide ihe "IBFO 96" information 
booth during the Democratic Nationai Con- 
vention in Chicago in late summer 1996. 
They gave six months of effort in rigorous 
planning, sche0uling of volunteers, solicit- 
ing vendors and sponsors, and gafhering 
print reference sources and all the other 
things it took to support the booth and its 
activities. This highly visible service provid- 
ed help to convention delegates and off% 
cials, and to a broad spectrum of media rep- 
resentatives enhancing not only the opera- 
tions and coverage of f ie  event, but also 
the worth cf our profession. 
l?ie designation noJ'Te1low ofS1;A1' is 
awarded to no more than j f~e  members 
of SLA each y e m  in recognition of their 
record of leadership in the association 
and in the expectation oftheir continued 
invol~ement in years to come, 
Fe%%@w 
J ~ a n  Gewirras 
joan G e ~ n 0 ,  director of the Ceriter for 
Banking Idormation of the American Bank- 
ers Association in Washington, DC, has been 
named a Fellow of Special Libraries associa- 
tion in xecognirion of her dedicated service to 
the organization over a number of years 
both in the Washington, DC Chapter an0 in 
the Bushess Q Finance and Library Man- 
agement Diesions as well as at the associa- 
tion level. Gervko has been active in other 
library-oriented organizations, done exten- 
sive speaking at professional meetings. 
Felilaw 
WIIda B. Mewman 
VJilda B. Newman, information resourc- 
es manager in the Administrative Services 
Department of the Applied Physics Labora- 
tory at johns Hopiiins University in Laurel, 
IW), has been named a FeEow of Special Li- 
braries Associztion. A member of SLA since 
1969, Newman has been actively invoived 
member of the Science-Technology Civision 
and of the Washington, DG Chapter for most 
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of that time. At the association level, New- -.- * - e w  please send a message to careers @ 
man been a particular advocate of the inter- pg.com, Attention: R&D Recruiting 
national aspects of SLA's activities serving BUSINESS INFORMATION SERMC- (P0703), providing a brief summary of 
on the international Relations Commiaee ES-ITVFORMATJON SCLENTIST Procwr & your educational background and key 
for many years, and as  orie of several SLA GambleCincinnati, OH Consider a career skills relevant LO the job. Be sure lo in- 
members to regularly artend and participate with a leading consumer products company clude your name. street address and rele- 
in the acrivities of the International Federa- that supports wodd-class research and phone numberjs). If you are unable to 
tion of Library Associations {IFL\) product development, We have immediate send this via e-mail, send a facsimile to 
openings in our Business Information Ser- 513-983-3738, Atrention: R&D Recruiting 
P c ~ W  vices group. The positions are located in (OCC-P0703). Candidates must be U.S. 
Marydee CIjaia Cincinnati, OH and Hunt Valley, MD. POSI- Citizen, permanenr residents or refugeel 
Marydee Ojaia, principal of Ojala Associ- TIONS DESCRIPTION The candidate select- asylee authorized to work full ume in the 
a m ,  an independent consulting firm in Hoke, ed will support a product sector (e.g., Beau- U.S. Proctor 7 Gamble is an Equal opportu- 
Denmark, has been named a Fellow of Special ty Care, Food 6r Beverage, Health Care, nity Emplcyer. Eifter reviewing your re- 
Libraries Associarion. Ojala has been active Laundry & Cleanixlg, Paper) in their techni- sume, we will contact you only if we Find a 
in three different SLA chapters throughout cal and busines.. infomation needs. They sufficient ntatch to just@ further steps in 
her career isan Francisco Bay Region, Heart will lead effors to provide rerrospedive and the recruitment process. 
of America, and European) as well as in the current awareness searching of internal and 
Business & Finance Division of SLA. She is a external lilwature, parem and structure da- 
. -  . . .  . 
freelance w i r e  and author of "The Dollar lahaues. &her responsibilities include mar- 
Signn column f x  the pubiication Online. In 
addirion, she has aaively sought o ~ t  oppor- 
tunities to be active with library schools in 
her area, serving as adj:rna faculty and as  nologies. QU 
mentor and adviser for the students, especial- 
ly those in student chapters of S U .  
Felfow 
lean Seanian 
Jean Scadan, director of the lnformarion 
Center for Pricc Warerhouse in Boston, MA, 
has been named a Fellow of Special Libraries 
Association. She has bem active at all levels 
of the associarion for many years including 
rhe Boston Chapter. and the Business & Fi- 
nance Division, as  well as serving on associ- 
ation-wide committees and as  Chair of the 
Division Cabinet on the S U  Board of Direc- 
tors. She is active wlth library schools, ofter, 
teaching at Simmons College and lecturing 
elsewhere across the country, and has been 
recognized by awards from Simmons and 
from her own company, Price Waterhouse, 
for her achiewments rhere. % 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thanks to Didi Fancakefor compiling these 
personal sketches for rhis year's rnvard 
winners. 
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Introducing DIALOG" Web at http:Ndialog.krinfo.com/ 
The Web is information. Period. And no other 
Web site delivers as much information, as the 
exciting new DIALOG Web. 
In one powerful site you get everything you 
need to stay on the cutting edge of your 
business. All delivered with full HTML output. 
And, our revolutionary new Database Directory 
works like today's popular search engines, 
letting you quickly browse through over 450 
DIALOG databases ... information-packed 
databases ranging from business, news, and 
government to science, medicine, chemicals, 
and almost everything in between. 
You also get easy, context-sensitive links to 
our Web Bluesheets with detailed descriptions 
of DIALOG content. So take the best road to the 
information you need. Click on DIALOG WiA 
today. You can also phone 800-334-2564 
(or 415-254-8800), fax 415-254-8123, or e-mail us 
at customer@krinfo.com for more information. 
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